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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the reading skills of minority-bilingual

worker's in the cop xt of two major non-academic employment fields--auto-

mechanics and office work., The research looks at the relationship

between the reading.skills tested in competency based exams given in

high schools and those required for on-the-job performance. The subjects

were 80 minority-bilingual auto mechanics and 92 personsRmployed as 4

office workers. This r.esearch was conducted in the Los Angeles metro

politan area.

Summary of questions posed in the study:
IP-

1. The variance in on-the-job reading:performance which can be acc nted

for by the reading skills on competency tests was found to be 39% c

for auto mechanics and 25% for office

2. The basic skills measured in competency based exams were found to

be more relevant to advanced jobs in both fields than to entry

positions.

3. Duration of employment was found to have no relationship to high
.'

school competency exam job reading tasks where auto mechanics

were concerned.,' erne hanic may have satisfactory performance on

the job for many ye rs without learning to read in the conventional

manner (as evaluated by high, 'school competency exams).



4. The reading materials for the advance positions were found to be

.different from those used by employees,ih entry level jobs. . In the

auto mechanics field advanced employment requires reading for

management. Those persons read economic reports, business forms

and correspondence. Further, employees in advanced positions often

had to interpret model changes and technical reports involving

schematics and diagrams. On the other hand, entry level jobs

seemed to require minimal reading ability, as tr,ditionally taught

and tested in schOol. Entry level positions required the reading

of job orders, parts numbers, oil grades, pressure levels and other
V

numerical and graphic materialS.

In the business offices, great differences were also found in thetm

reading materials of the-advanced positions and those,of entry

level. Additionally, persons in advanced level positions were

found to read a large range of materials, e.g., The Wall Street Journal,

.professional magazines, corporation correspondence. The entry'

level persons, however, generally read .a limited variety of materials

if they were in large shops (more than 13 employees) and a larger

variety of materials if the Shop had 2 to 12 office workers. The

entry level people read material that needed to be typed (although

comprehension was not found to be a requirement in some typing

pools), and document titles for filing. Many entry level workers

sorted forms according to a limited set of skills, _e.g., letters

4
and numbers. The study found that the reference books most frequently

used.by entry level persons were dictionaries and telephone books.



5i, The skills measured by competency based exams were found to be,good

predictors of ability to read job reading tasks:- General comprehen-

sion skill's such as ftnding a main idea and following a sequence of

events appear to be transferable to reading at work.

6. Persons who did not have the ability to read work-related materials

used a variety,of ways to circumvent the use of the materials. The

most common way was to ask fellow worker's what to do. In the, auto

mechanics field non-English readers in some shops had manuals

written in Spanish. As has been pointed out, above, persons in

entry level positions generally were found to refer to the manuals

for obtaining specific information given in numbers, e.g., parts'

numbers, specifications, and rdeOmmended sequences for an operation.

The information was available in list form or in diagrams. hence,

the non-English speaker could get the information sought by '!reading "'

an English manual in his own language.

Among the office workers there always seemed to be hierarchy of

supervisors. If a fellow, peer worker could not help the person

with the question, 4he next most common strategy was to ask the

supervisor. In all the cases observed, only the. supervisors used
.., y t,

the reference manuals. Among minority-bilingual office workers
r

ther were frequent instance of sharing the problem-solving among

the lower workers and those with advanced positions.



, 1.. INTRODUCTION

This study relates the reading competencies required for high.

school graduation to the reading demands of entry and advanced positons

. -

within clerical and automotive fields. Information was sought regarding

the match between competency exams and requirements of the workplace,

the job coping strategies of non-readers, and the special reading skills

.necessary for. reading job-related materials.

The first phase,of the study included both linguistic analyses of

materials and task analyses of the jobs under study: clerk typists,

senior typists; beginning auto mechanics, advanced auto mechanics.

Subjects for this phase were those holding such jobs and who are members

of minority /bilingual. groups. A stratified sample of large and small

work sites in he Los Angeles area was used. The second phase consisted

of on site interviews and the administration of measures of both job-related ,

AP

criteria (supervisor's ratings and job reading tasks) and high school

competency exams. Subjects are 80 minority workers and their supervisors

in the area of auto mechanics and 92 persons employed as office workers.

This report presents,-first, the technical summary of the study on

literacy skills of auto-mechanics; the second section of the report'

coisains the summary on the literacy skills research among office workers.
4

4- The final section synthesizes the findingsand delineates areas for .

further research suggested by.this study.

2. COMPETENCY BASED READING SKILLS AND THE READING DEMANDS,OF-MINORITY-

BILINGUAL AUTO MECHANICS

Our study of the relation between the reading competencies for high

school graduation and the reading demands Of auto mechanics followed

this sequence of events:
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/
Determining the job reading tasks of minority auto mechanics

at entry and advanced levels.

2) Administering both a range of items measuring competency-based

reading skills and job reading tasks to minority high school

students enrolled-in auto shop courses. This testing was for

the purpose of determining the difficulty, discrimination, and

association of items and tasks.

Administering selected competency-based test items and job

reading tasks to minority-bilingual auto mechanics in low and

high paying positions.

2.1 DeterminingJob Reading Tasks

Interview Schedule

Fifty auto mechanics, the majority of whom were bilinguals, were

interviewed at their work sites in order to obtain information regarding

the reading demand-of 'their jobs. The following format was used in

conducting the interview:

Company name Number of employees

Experience of the mechanic years,

Full or part time worker.

1) What have you read on your job? Today? Yesterday? This week?

2) How often do you read it? Daily? Weekly? Monthly?

3) Show me what you have read.

4) What information were you looking for?

5) What is your most crucial reading task?

Supervisors of the mechanics were also interviewed, and asked these

questions:



1) What do your auto mechanics have to read on the job? What

type"of reading do they do?.

2) How often do they need to read manuals, catalogs, service

notices, etc.?

3) Which of the things you mentioned do you think are more impor-

tant? Would you rank, in order of importance, those types of

reading that you have mentioned?

A number of all day observations were subsequently made in selected

shops to compare verify that what mechanics And their supervisors reported

was read was what mechanics actually read on the job. Further, non-

obtrusive measures, such as smudge marks on particular sections of

repair manuals confirmed the frequency with which certain information

)

was sought.

Work Sites

All interviews were conducted in the Lot Angeles metropolitan

area. The work sites were diverse in terms of size and function. Some

'shops operated on the basis of specialization. That is, the shop

itself offered`re
i

pair of a specialized nature--brakes, carburetors, or a

4-particular make of far. Specialization was also found in some general

service shops where different mechanics were assigned duties to work on

different parts of the car, not making general repairs. Other shops,

characterized as general service departments, offered both a wide range

of repairs and expected mechanics to be able to make any of these repairs.

The reading demands were much higher in the general service shops

and in those shops where'the mechanic had a range of responsibilities

instead of only a speciality to perform within the automotive field.



Time Spent in Reading

Consistent with previous studies, it was not uncommon to fiqb

mechanics in speciality shops spending less than one hour a week in

on-the-job reading.' Mechanics in low paying positions where they were

making routine repairs in a narrow speciality reported little or no time

spent in reading on the job. Usually such mechanics only had to read

repair order forms or selected pages of an automotive repair manual,

parts lists, or a table of specifications for the speciality. However,

mechanics in,general shops and with a range of duties sometimes reported

as much as ten hours a week reading job related material. If they were

in a supervising position, for example, they were required to read shop

manuals, schematics, complex diagrams, dealers catalogs, price lists,

forms, letters, memos and service bulletins advising of necessary changes

in particular equipment.

The reading material commonly found in all garages was the auto

repair manual. The most widely used of these manuals were those published

by the Chilton Book Company and Mitchell's Manuals, Inc. These manuals

provided information concerning the repair of many cars and trucks p

covering models from various years. Service garages that specialized in

one make of car and truck--particularly those of foreign origin--had

manuals written especially for the vehicles for which they were responsible.

1
Moe, Alden J. etal. The Literacy Requirements of an Automotive

Mechanic on the Job and in a Vocational Training Program. Department of
Education Purdue University, 1980
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Descri4kon of Automotive Manuals

Sticht has suggested a classification scheme for categorizing-the

content of job material.' Content analysis of the most widely used

manualsshoWed that they included information within each of the following

six categories:

1) Tables of Content and Indexes--content designating the location
of information within the publication.

2) Standards and Specifications--content setting forth tolerandes
to which task procedures or the completed product must conform.

3) Identification and Physical Description--content symbolically
representing an object by an identifying code (stock number,
nomenclature) and itemizing its distinguishing attributes.

4) Procedural Directions--content presenting a step-by-step
description of how to carry out a specific job activity.
Essential elements are equipment, materials and how they are
to be used with presentation organized in a sequential fashion.

5) Procedural Checkpoints--content presenting a key word or
highly summarized version of what should be done rather than
how it should be done. The mechanic is assumed to know how to
carry out the steps once reminded by the check points.

6) Functional Description--content presenting an operating (cause
and effect, dependency relationships) descriptive of some
physical system or subsystem:-

Readability estimates of these materials according to the Dale-Chall

Formula, -the Fry Readability Graph, and the Forcast Readability Formula

showed ranges in difficulty from tenth through twelfth Oracle levels with

an average of eleventh grade. It should be clear however that the

readability formulas were not very useful in assessing reading difficulty

of the most widely used sections of the manuals--tables of specificationS,

indexes, and pnysical descriptions. Further, the information sought by

1Sticht, T.G. (Ed), Reading for Working: A Functional Literary`
Anthology. Human Resources Research Organization, Alexandria, Virginia,
1975.
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. L7

mechanicsdeOnded mostly' lite.rat comprehension,.some interpretation'

(especially of.charts and diagrams) and little evaluation. ,Interpre-

tation of complex schematics and wiring diagrams was required of only

advanced auto mechanics. Due to the technical nature of the material,

mechanics who are familiar with the special vocabularly and work acti-

vity were able_to galn inforMation from, the manuals, even if they could

not read at the assessed difficulty lev41. We found mechahics who could

.....

not read English, but who could obtain the information-they frequently

wanted from-the m4terials.

Style features of the automotive publications included the use'of

diagrams, charts, and illustrations which might be used with or without

accompanying, written explanation. A technical writing style predominated.

Sentence and paragraph structures emphasized the following of directions

and the interpretation of graphs and diagrams: The use of pictorial

elements eliminated the need for most modifiers. Articles and sometimes

other function words were omitted; hence the style could be considered

telegraphic:

"Remove torsion bar installer and remover and stall on
other end of torsion bar crossmember and repeat ste0 2.
Remove tool".

Directions for assembly and disassembly began with action verbs

indicating what must be done. The sentence elements fn automotive

Annuals consisted of subject, verb, object, predicate object and indirect

object. The subject being implicit; the object being a specific part or

tool to which the action is directed.

Two combinations of person and mode were found: Second person

imperative for instruction and third person indicative for description.

Cautions were also written in the third Person. aivina information about
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, ?
,

a- condition which must exist prior to and during the performance of a
,

task'. $

Most data in technical manuals were presented as graphs, charts,

tolerance tables, parts and tool lists. Two commonly used charts were
, .

flow charts and tables. Flow charts are schematic representations

showing flow of a process and sequencing of individual or simulataneous

activity. Tolerance tables provide information concerning the continued

serviceability of a part: A listing of the part was given along with'

minimum and maximum specifications. The use of a parts list required

familiarity with the parts name or visual concept of the part itself.

In m st cases, the manual provided an exploded view of the part and the

part's name. Using this view, limited English speakers could find the

:v()

47P

parts number necessary for ordering a replacement.

It is important to note that auto mechanics read in order to do

rather than to learn. Reading to do involves searching for and locating

information to perform a certain job. In contrast, reading to learn}

requires learning from text and remembering what has been read for -some

future use. While an occasional mechanic spoke of taking a manual home

in order to learn, most of them stated that they merely looketl up informa-

tion needed to immediately perform a task, either by looking for a

specification that applied to the work being done or for a direction to

be followed. Most of the job reading tasks were repetitive; performed

daily, weekly and monthly. In nearly all instances, the mechanic knew

k
.what information he needed and already had the knowledge required for

retrieving, the information.

The types of information most commonly sought byall mechanics were

specifications, parts data, and procedures for carrying out a task. One(
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could see, however, that the manual took on more importadce as model

changes occurred. For example, newer regulations such as those.concerning

emissions and exhaust systems seemed to.increase.reading for functional

descriptions.

2.2 Job Reading Tasks ..

From the data about the kinds of information mechanics get from

reading and with copies of the printed material itself, job reading

tasks were constructed. These tasks represented both the most fre-

quently mentioned, reading tasks and the kinds of information (content)

found 'in the materials. Although far more difficult questions could be

posed as tests of job reading ability, we wanted tests that would be

suitable for the widest number of work situations and those of different

levels of experience. We also wanted items that were passage ,dependent.

Our interviews had shown that with respect to inforMation such as proce-

dural directions and functional descriptions, many mechanics answered

the questions, not in accordance with the text, but from their own

experiential background.

The following seven items were based on the job reading tasks:

Qr.



TASK No 1.

Question: According to the-order, what weight oil should be used In
changing 0i 1?

BUD HA
Vavoiraf ( Sports Car Service

NOM OIL

Name

Car Make. 6Ceage d 46° Lk.

Nrs, 11,IIIM IIIM

Date.

Type Service -..--

Attention Customer

MOTOR OIL. Ott

LUBRICATION: UNDER THE HOOD

Door Hinges
Locks - Belts

O Brake Fluid

OIL FILTER:

Hood Hinges,
Lac:ngs
Starter and
Generator
gDistributor

Wickunder Rotor
m

a

TRANSMISSION:

AUTO TRANS:

DIFFERENTIAL:

SAE

ON THE LIFT

O Linkage Joints

Q

Connections
under Hood King Pins
Fan Ind. Wheel Sow,
Water Pump Joints
Pedal Shaft & Sh8ackles, Bolts,
Connection Springs

(3 Steering Gear Q U. J. Spline

Type

Change Add

Change

Change

BATTERY: Good Condition

OTHER

Pt. or Lbs. SAE :1b..TYPe

Add Pt. or Lbs. SAE _Type

Add Pt. or Lbs. SAEType

Fair Condition Needs New Battery

I caste.,

TOTAL

TAX
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TASK No 2.

Question: On what page would you find information for aligning a propeller
shaft for a 1971 Oldsmobile?

4'

.4. IN

e

REAR AXLES

.

. .:
.1 r

.

Section 7
.

REAR AXLES
11

r:?..."

II .4

.-

. . Rs

:

r

- 10

. 1. :
.i. . .

'C... . . - .-
;

. r: 1.1 .11.4 ,4 ..- , - .0-1 -""r'
.1 *-.: i 6 .e.54: I

- . . .4 %O! .41 ! 7.
: r : ;Contents 1:1 . t .14 .ol .

. :C -r -

Page:Rear Axle Gear Tooth Posterns .... . ....... .. . ---......- :
7-2

1965-73 Americon Motors. - 7-3
1965-73 Chrysler Corp. 7 1/0 Ring Geor 7-7
1969-73 Chrysler Corp. 8 1/4" Ring Geor 7.11
1965 Chrysler Corp. 8 114" Ring Geor 7.15
1965.73 Chrysler Corp.' 8 3/4" Ring Geor 7-15
1967.68 Chrysler Corp. 9 ve FUng Geor .7-19 -
1967.72 Chrysler Corp. 9 3/4" Ring Geor 7-19
1961.73 Ford .Motor Co. Seporote Housing 7-22
1965.73Jord Motor Cc. Integral Housing (Stondord) 7-27
1967.73ord Motor Co. 1ntegrol Housing (WER Typo) 7 -31
1957.65 Lincoln & Continental 7-34
1964.71 Buick Seporote Housing , 7-36
1965.73 Cadillac (Except Eldorodo) 7-39
1961.69 Corvair 7-42k ill1966 Oldsmobile Toronada-Finol Drive 7-48
1967.73 General Motors Front Wheel Drive 7-54
1963.65 General Motors Integral Housing 7-59
1966 General Motors Integral Housing., .....7-65
1967.73 General Motors Integrol Housing 7-71
1964.71 Spicer 7.85
1972.73 Spicer 7.87
jeep Steering' Knuckles ...... .... 7-91

. . . .....
'. 3:

LOCKING DIFFERENTIALS

.

.
1964.73 American-Motors Twin Grip Differential 7.93
1961.69 Ford Motor Co. Equa-Lock 7.941969.73 Ford Motor Co. Fraction-Eck 7.961964.67 General Mcitnr I

*. . ! 'Oa :1 I . . . .4. .?.;:1
;:641 '!" S :

4 " : a. 9.. I :

LOCICING DIFFERENTIALS (Cont.) ." " ',Page
1968-73 General Motors Limited Slip

(Cone Broke Type)*
1968.73 Generol Motors Limited Slip

(Clutch Pock Type)
1965-71 Spicer Power-lock Differential
1972.73 SpiCer Jrac-Lock Differential

./;7. 101
..--.7-106

PROPELLER SHAFT ALIGNMENT-
1967 Rambler
1968.73 American 7-1101965-66 Chrysler
1967-68 Chrysler Corp. 0000. ........ ....-.1969-73 Chrysler Corp.-

7-111965.69 Ford & Mercury .. 7-1171961.65 Lincoln & Continental
7-1171970.71 Ford Motor Co. 7.1181972-73 Ford Motor Co. 004 ..-....--7-1191965.68 Buick .. .

1969 Buick
1970.72
1973 Buick

0440:......;...7- 123

196566 Chevrolet.
7.124

7-1261966:68 Oldsmobile---.-............... ....... 7-1271969.72 Oldsmobile ...._...,,..: « 000000 .... .. ::07.129r
1973 Oldsmobile -.-.
1961-66 Studeboker--

. ..*UNIVERSAL JOINTS

..... .. 7.130
_, 7-132



-..,,TASK No 3.

Question: What is the tolerance or range allowable
wheel alignment of a Vega?

Q

f

for Toe-In in the

1

ECIFICATIONS
I

R Right F -- Front
Rr Rear A -- Leh
Man Mon Steering
Pwr Power Steering

Caster
(Degrees)

/
Camber

(Degrees)
.

Toe-1n
(Inches)

t

G NERAL MOTORS (Cont.)

me Carlo '

Comoro (Exc. Z-28) -

Z-28 '_':: %.
:,....

'Nova ";%.; -
. -:-

Vega
. .

Corvette .

. . . . .

. .

5+1/2 0
.

0+1/2 0
.

.

.' '.! r1+T/2 0

..

,.... 471,2±ia 0

.
-3/4+1/2 0

Mon +3 +1/2 0
Pwr +Y1/2± 1/2 0

L +1+1/2
R+1/2+1/2
L +1+1/2
R+3/4± 1/2
L +1+1/2
R+3/4±1/2'
+1k4i1/2
+1/4+1/2

F +3/4+1/2
Rr 7/8 +1/4

.

118 to 1/4
;

. .

'1/8 to 1/4

1/8 to lid ..\
. . . .

1/8 to 1/4

3/16 to 5/16

F 1/4+1/16
Rr 1/16+1/32

11

*kw
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TASK No A.

The following picture show the parts of Rear Bumper of Toyota Corolla.
Read the parts list carefully, and answer the questions.

,

4

COROLLA TE31, 37, 38 & 51

REAR BUMPER'
EXC WAGON

IRSI Bumper Assy
0/H Ind R81 1.3
Refinish Face Bar .8

Slone Dellector .7

1

part #
Inca Bar Chrome 52151.19335 1.3 82.73

Panted To 5-78 52151.19.325 1.3 82.37
Fm 5.78 52151.19326 1.3 77.87

2E:tension. Side
TE31, 7, 8 R 52106.19035 .4 22.00

L 52107.19065 .4 23.04
TE S1 .R 52106-19055 .4 21.60

L 52107-19085 .4 21.80
3 Guard. Center 52405-19055 .3 14.15
4 Pad, Guard 52055-19015 21.64
5 Rent Impact 5202342010 72.46
6 Filler. Bar

Thru 1045 52505-12010 .3 40.31
From 11-75 exc 5250512020 .3 43.26

TE31 Spl 52501. 12020 .3 39.69
7 Absorber, Impact

Exc R 52650-12010 54 99
L 52660.12010 49.46

TE S1 - Whack R 52650-12020 49.46
L 52660.12020 49.46

SInel in Bumper 001
8 Plato. Absorber Mtg 5262512010 4.23
9 Support 1641g

Exc R 5201512020 9 35
L 52016.12020 9.35

TE S1 toftback R 52015-12030 9 99
L 52016-12030 11.10

oGeffector, Stone
Exc 58401.12011 .3 30.19
TE S1 Lihback 59201-12010 .5 25.21

Q1.

What is the name of the
part shown in figure 8?

Q2.

What is the part number
-ti s part?

4



TASIVNo . ,

/

Read the following paragraphs, and answer the questions.

1979 Ford and Mercury station wagtms may develop a condition
where the fuel gauge always registers full; even when empty.
This problem is caused by the left rear seat belt anchor
grounding the fuel gauge wire. To r"ir, proceed as follows:

Remove lower cushion carom rear seat. Inspect seat belt anchor
for trapped fuel gauge aire. Loosen seat belt anchor bolt and
free trapped wire. Tighten seat belt anchor bolt to 32 ft. lbs.

Fix damaged wire and )pe it to the floor pan away from the seat
belt anchor. Replace -rear seat cushion. Check gauge operation.
If gauge fails to register accurately, make further test of
fuel gauge.

juestion: What would you do if the fuel gauge still registers inaccurately
after checking the gauge wire?rn

1) Remove lower cushion from rear seat.

2) Tighten seat belt anchor bolt to more than 32 ft. lbs.

3) Make furtht test of fuel gauge.
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TASK No 6.

Que"ttfOn: Find distributor'TVS valve and the line marked D. Trace
this vaccuum line to the next unit. What is the next unlit?

1) Throttle body

2) Dist. vac. adv. sol.

3) Air pump div. valve

Power
Trans. Modulator Broke

%. . Booster
Vent Car Vac. Harness

PTh:iThrottle
Body

PCV
Valve

CGR Valve .

Pump"
Div. Valve

4.
Dist. NS

Canister
Purge

1 t, .

Fig. 23 425; Fuel injection; Calif. (Brougham, DeVille)
.

ti



TASK- No 7.
r

Read the following paragraphs, and answer the question.

Some 1979 Chrysler Newport, New
Yorker and Dodge St. Regis models
may experience low,oil pressure in-
dications, Chrysler Corp. points out
that this may not be caused by a mal-
function in the engine oiling system.

Low oil'pressure conditions must
first be verified by performing stan-
dard oil pressure test procedures. If
oil pressure reading is found to meet
actual-normal specifications, then problem
may lie in the oil pressure sending unit.

Should this type of situation be encountered,
replace the oil pressure sending unit with
a revised replacement unit (No. 2427237)

Question: According to the article, what, malfunction may cause
a Dodge St. Regis, '79 to show low oil pressure?

1. Malfunction in the engine oiling system.

2. Malfuntiori in the oil pressure sending unit.

3. Malfunction in the test instrument of oil pressure
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Task 1 represents) the kind'of reading most commonly performed by

beginners and lot paid mechanics. It is a job work order indicating

what must be done. As a content type category, it is classified as

procedural check point.

Task 2 is representative of tables', content-and indexes designating

the location of information within a publication. It measures whether

or not the mechanic can find information in tables.

. Task 3 represents a'task that calls for reading standards and

specifications-the ability to obtain the tolerance.which must be met.

Task 4 measures the mechanic's ability to engage in the frequent

task of using a parts list: It is classified as,an instance of identi-

fication and physical description.

Task 5 is a measure of the ability to read procedural directions.

It calls for accurate reading of specific steps to be carried out.

Task 6 is a measure of ability to read a simple diagram; a description

of a functional unit.

Task 7 is best classified as a functional description task. It

indicates an operating cause and effect relationship.

2.3 Competency Tests and Job Reading Tasks

Competency Tests

Two types of tests are being used to measure minimal competency in

reading: (1) tests that measure school skills traditionally taught in

reading compreherision-e.g., finding the main idea of a passage and

drawing inferences from text. The reading material to which school

skills are to be applied is expository and literary, similar to the

passages found in classroom textbooks. (2) tests that measure "real
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life, skills" designed to indicate whether one can read the tasks thought

to be essential for adult participation in society. 1
Examples are

measuring the ability to read safety warnings, forms and applications

and common reference sources.

As part of our strategy for determining the relation between compe-

tency based tests and jqo reading tasks, we administered the previously

mentioned job reading tasks to 49 students in three high schools. ff

these students 18 were bilingual minority and 38 were enrolled in auto

shop courses. These same students had just taken a comprehensive compe-

tency based reading test that included both traditional school skills

and life skills. There was, for example, the traditional tests of

(a) finding the main idea and supporting details in content such as

articles, newspapers and books of a general nature, (b) finding informa-

tion by consulting. common reference tools maps, graphs, tables and

directions, and (c) finding information by consulting a dictionary and

book's table of content and index.

Tests of life skills included tests of (a) comprehending warnings

stipulated in content such as medicinal and household product safety /)

warnings, (b) comprehending what is required in order to fill out appli-

cation forms, (c) comprehending requirements set forth in governmental

publications-driver's handbooks, voter registration and rental agreements,

and (d) comprehending procedures specified in operating manuals for

machines and appliances, assembly instructions for household articles

and cookbooks.

These tests were scored on a pass-non pass bases.

lAirasian, P.W. et al. Minimal Competency Testing. Educational
Tgghzology Publications, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1979.
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2.4 Performance oR Competency Used and Job Reading Tasks,

Results of performance on both the competency tests and he job

reading tasks are indicated in Table 1, showing the number of s ccessful

and unsuccessful students on both types of tests. Successful performance

on the job reading tasks was indicated by correctly responding to each

of the seven items.

Table 2.1

Performance of Students on Job Reading Tasks and Competency Tests

Students Passing Students Failing
Job Reading Tasks Job Reading Tasks

Students Passing
Competency Exam

N=27

22 5

Students Failing
Competency Exam

,N = 11

1 10

Students who failed the competency exam had difficulty in reading

job related material in some categories of content. Those who could not

pass the compentency test were unlikely to be able (a) to interpret a

simple diagram (45% could da this task), (b) to determine cause and

effect from a functional description (only 9% could do this task). How-

ever, most students who failed the competency tests were able to read

the following job tasks:

1) identify a part using (a) a parts description (89% could do
this), (b) a parts number (82% could do this)

2) obtain a specification using a table (100% could do this).
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xl3) Follow directions fn reading st p by step procedures (92%)

4) Interpret a work order (64%)

Those who passed the competency test could perform nearly all of

the job reading tasks. They _could for instance read even the most

difficult items-interpreting a diagram'and determining cause and effect

from a functional diagram (84% and 81% .successful responses respectively).

These data suggest that many of the competency based skills are

associated with the job reading tasks of auto mechanics-e.g., the use of

an index, the deriving of specifications from a table, the interpretation
4'

of a parts list, d the following of step by step procedures.

Students who are ble to de e main ideas from articles, guides

and, general interest books are able to. perform well on the more

difficult job reading tasks -e.g. d rmining cause and effect relation-
,

ships.

Thus far our findings indicated that successful achievement on

competency exams was associated with ability to rei0 job tasks. However,

we did not know whether mechanics who could read job tasks could also

perform well on competency tests. School instruction in traditional

skills, for example, might better prepare students for reading on the

job (transfer) than job experience in learning to read specific materials

prepares one to read other types of materials. Whether those mechanics

who learned to read on the job for their special needs would also be

able to read the real life and traditional school material remained to

be seen. For the next-phase of the study, to the-end, five tests were

selected to be administered to minority mechanics at their work sites.

Three of these tests were job reading tasks-7interpreting a diagram,

reading a work order, and finding a cause and effect relationship from a
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functional description.' Two of the testy were competency tests - -qne

measuring the real life skill of understanding written safety warnings

and the other a traditional skill of determining.a main idea from a

passage.

SAMPLE

Our sample 9f sites from which minority-bilingual mechanics were to

k be chosen was of-two kinds: . large shops employing one hundred or more

auto mechanics and small shops with five or fewer mechanics. Thersmall

Shops were randomly chosen from locations found in the yellow pages of

the telephone directory listing automobile repair and service in the

east Los Angeles area--an area- known to have {predominantly minority

bilingual mechanics. Tfie large shops were selected because,of the

(numbe
ir

of mechanics employed--the maintenance shops of the county of

Los Anglees, the Yellow Cab Co., Rapid Transit District, Santa Monica

and Los Angeles City School Districts, the U.S. Post Office, Sears

Roebuck Co.,, Hertz Rental Service, and. Midas Repair Shops. These shops

represented a range in public and private agencies.

The mechanics in both large and small shops were minority-bilingual

persons. Forty-six of these persons were working in lower paying jobs

and thirty-four in higher paying jobs (a lower paying job was one below

the-medium pay $17,000-innually, a higher paying job was one paying

above the medium). Of those in small shops, 88% were in the lower

income category, while only 5% of those im-large shop were in this

category.
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PROCEDURES

Employers were advised of the nature of the study and were requested

to allow their minority- bilingual mechanics to be interviewed. The

mechanics were interrupted at their work and asked if they would be

willing to read and respond to reading tasks for the purpose of deter-

mining the relevancy of these tasks to their own work.

The tests were completed durintka singleAisit. Data regarding

years experience as an automobile mechanic and approximate income were

also collected.

2.5 Results

The correlation between scores earned on the competency based tests

and the job reading tasks was .62. Approximately 38% of the variance on

the job reading tasks can be accounted for by competency based test. As

indicated in Table 2, performance on the competency test (3 items) but

not on the job reading tasks.(3 items) was better in large shops.

Table 2.2

Performance on Job Reading Tasks and Reading
Competency Test by Size of Shop

Mean Score of Mean Score of
Job Reading Tests Reading Competency Tests

Small Shop (N = 40)- 1.80
(SD,= 1.70)

1.18
(SD = 1.25)

Large Shop (N = 40) 2.08
(SD = 1.05)

1.98
(SD = 1.17)

NS p .01
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Nearly 50% of the mechanics in small shops read the functional

tasks correctly but only 22% were able to read the traditional task of

finding a main idea in a passage. In the large shops 70% read the

function task correctly and 60% found the main idea in a passage.

Although there was no significant difference between workers in large

and small shops on the overall reading of Job reading tasks those in

large shops were slightly better at interpreting work orders d deter-

mining cause and effect from functional descriptions.

Table 3 indicates that years experience as a mechani correlates-correlates

11with ability to read competency tests. Mechanics in sma shops averaged

12 years experience; those in large shops 13 years.

Table 2.3
Mean Scores on Job Reading Tasks and Reading

Competency Tests by Experience

Job Reading Tasks Reading Competency Tests

Less Experienced 1.70 1.48
Mechanics (SD = 1.14) (SD = 1.26)

(N = 50)

More Experienced 2.40 1.67
Mechanics

(N = 30) (SD = .85) (SD = 1.32)

p .01 NS

Income was associated with both the ability to read job reading

tasks and competency tests (Table 4). The average income for mechanics

in small shops was $12,000 per year; in large shops $17,000.

Only 15 percent of low income mechanics answered all parts of the

competency test correctly, whereas 53% of high income did so. High
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hanics were equally successful on the functional--life skill--

and the traditional- -finding the main idea--components of the competency

-test (71% correct in each component); lower income mechanics were better-

-in the functional componpfit (39%) than the traditional component (20%).

Table 2.4
Mean Scores on Job Reading Tasks and Reading

Competency Tests by Income

Job Reading Tasks Reading Competency Tests

Low Income
(N = 46)

1.48
(SD = 1.07)

.98 .

(SD = 1.22)

High Income
(N = 34)

2.56
(SD = .79

2.56
(SD = .90)

.'001 p .001

2.6 Conclusions

Competency based examinations were found to be related to the job

reading tasks of automobile mechanics from Los Angeles area shops.

Approximately 38% of the variance in on the job reading performance

could be accounted for by the reading skills required for high school

graduation. However, the basic skills measured by competency exams were

more relevant to higher paying jobs than to to paying ones. The data

suggested mechanics could hold low paying jobs without the reading

competencies demanded by high school graduation.

1 Years experience was found associated with ability cto read job

tasks but not with ability to pass reading competency tests. A job

could nrovide onnortunity to learn thp limitpd rpadinn ckille accnria+ad
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with it However, on the jobs- reading did not seem to contribute to

general reading ability nor to the ability to read other job related

materials.

High paid mechanics read both job tasks and competency tests better

than lower paid mechanics. Lower paid mechanics did not read either the

functional nor the traditional dimensions of competency tests very well.
A

Indeed, there appeared to be evidence that lower paid positions do not-

require such competencies. The'relation of reading to income was confounded

by employment tests. Higher paid mechanics were employed more frequently

in public and quasi-public agencies such as the maintenance shops of the

county, the Rapid Transit District and the school systems. Lower paid

employees were employed by private companies such as the Yellow Cab

Company and by small independent garages. Mechanics with limited English

to obtain jobs in the higher paying shops because they cannot pass the

written examinations. This is so even if the passing of a written exam

is no warrant that one is a good mechanic. Public agencies such as the

U.S. Post Office had found a need to establish performance exams because

so many poor mechanics were hired on the bases of the written exam.

Similarly, we found highly rated mechanics who were denied promotion

because they could not pass required written exams.

The mate0Nals read by highly paid mechanics differed from that

read by lower paid mechanics in both number and kind. The lower paid

mechanics usually read only repair order forms, tables of specifications,

and parts lists. Higher paid mechanics read a variety of forms, service

-bulletins, diagrams, letters, many parts of the service manuals, and

catalogs. Further, higher paid mechanics were more frequently required

to read content characterized as functional descriptive. Although
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competency based exams included most of the prerequistes for reading in

high paying jobs, there were some omissions: the reading of diagrams,

the interpretation of instrument-scales, the reading of decimal fractions

and mixed fractions.

The technical vocabulary and relevant concepts essential for employ-

ment in higher paid positions might be better acquired in automotive

training programs or in apprentice opportunities than through instruction
15t

in reading. Individual experience with auto mechanics and familiai-ity

with specialized information contribute to both the reading of job

related material and performance as a mechanic. It should be clear that

the present study related the skills measured in competency exams to job

reading tasks, not to performance as mechanics. We found many non-reading

mechanics who were viewed as excellent employees and who acquired their

skill and knowledge through apprenticeships with master mechanics or

through training in a foreign country.

This study found many mechanics with limited English coping with

their job tasks by circumventing reading. They might ask fellow workers

who are more fluent in both languages to translate when it is necessary

to communicate with a supervisor or client. They also may rely on

pictures in identifying parts and nomenclature. Frequently, they read

diagrams, tables, charts and drawings by bringing their own language and

experience to bear in gaining the information desired. A few auto parts

companies such as Champion issued catalogs in Spanish and there was one

publishersof-a general repair manual, Leniel-Clewson, who had a manual

written in several languages. !Nny of the employers and employees we

interviewed wanted more materials written in Spanish.
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Any conclgsion drawn regarding reading and the automotive trade

must take into account the range of job opportunities--Deneral appren-

tices and journeymen who maintain and repair vehicles, locating engine

trouble and making adjustment and replacements; speciality mechanics who

may specialtz in diagnosis and tune up, electrical repair, transmission,

front e and teering, and the like; supervisors who are usually expertni

mechanics r sponsible for selecting and routing repair work, supervising

and inst cti g other mechanics, and inspecting finished repairs.

Altho vocational leaders recommend that specialization be under-

taken wih/ af5r successful experience as a journeyman g we
s'

found a trend in the opposite direction. Many beginning mechanics were

already in a specialization. They occupied specialist positions knowing

only the duties of the speciality. The reading demands of such specialities

were minimal.

Concurrent with the trend 'to specialization and reduced reading

requirements was the increased complexity of cars. New systems, such as

automotive electronics applied to the ignition and braking systems and

computerized engine controls were beyond the diagnostic ability of the

average mechanic. Hence there appears to be a need for more highly

trained and literate mechanics. However, it remains to be seen whether

the industry will demand increased reading skills or whether other ways

will be found for dealing with the complex systems. Diagnostic machines,

videodiscs showing diagnostic and repair procedures, and substitution

rather than repair of units may minimize the need for reading.

A final conclusion is that there are many minority-bilingual persons

with very limited reading skills who work as auto mechanics; however,

minority members in higher paying positions within the field have the
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reading competencies measured by competency examinations. This correla-

tion between reading competency and income is not necessarily a, causal

relationship since the larger employees commonly use a screening test as

part of their hiring procedure.

3. COMPETENCY BASED LIT LACY SKILLS AND THE LITERACY DEMANDS OF MINORITY-

BILINGUAL CLERK-TYPISTS
4

The study of the relationship between the literacy competencies for

high school graduation and literacy demands of clerk-typists followed

'4*this sequence.

1) Determining the on-the-job litercy tasks of.minority and
non-minority clerk-typists in a variety of offices.

2) Development of a literacy test which included both minimum
competency-based skills and job specific literacy skills.

3) Administering the competency-based and job-task literacy test
to 80 clerk-typists.

4) Analysis of test results. Comparison of literacy kills compe-
tencies across offices.

3.1 Selection of Literacy Skills Needed by Clerk-Typists

The search for the literacy skills to investigate followed a three

step process: 1) interviews, 2) observatons, and 3) material analysis.

Twenty workers and ten supervisors were interviewed to determine

the type of reading and the reading skills required in a variety of
f

offices.

The interviews were guided by questionnaires (Charts 3.1, 3.2) in order

to have reliability across research team members and in order to elicit

the information we sought. A form was also used for documenting the

responses (Chart 3.3).
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CHART 3.1 EMPLOYEE INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE

1. WHAT HAVE YOU READ ON YOUR JOB TODAY? (If the answer is
"Nothing" ask, "What did you read yesterday?"- (or last week,
or last month). If an answer is given, continue to the next
question..

2. Can you show me what you read?

3. . Ask, "What Information were you looking for?"

4. (Or) "What questions were you looking for?"

5. May we (I) have a copy of the page(s) you read?

Thank you very much for your help.

CHART 3.2 EMPLOYER SUPERVISOR QUESTIONNAIRE

1. What do your employees have to read on their job? What types
of reading to they do?

2. How often do they need to read these types of references,
files, manuals, etc.?

3. Which of the things you have mentioned do you think are more
important? Would you rank, in order of importance, those
types of readings that you have mentioned?

Thank you very much for your assistance.

X1CMV/N

0-

2R
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CHART 3.3 FORM FOR DOCUMENTING RESPONSES

COMPANY

No. of workers in the office

Experience of the Typist (1) Full-time or Part-time

Auto mechanic ,-(2)

year(s) mon.

1. What have you read on your job? (today/yesterday/this week)
Daily Weekly Monthly

1.

2.

3.

4.

2. What information were you seeking?

1.

2.

3.

4.

3. What are the most crucial taskg

X1CMV/N

Comments Analysis of Task

4
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The following are sample documents collected during the interview

phase (Charts 4, 5, 6).

Addroits
tbaraoar

Ons

CHART 4

Important: The policy (or Form 03375) must be attached for each policy listed.
Any alterations or corrections of entries on Form 22 must be initialed
by the applicant

Agent: Indicate Where the Policy is to be Sant by Chocking the Appropriate )lox

Onariel Office
Prim go Nene Nessbet else Nemo Aehatir easel Oen

Peas

Chnieny by II 0. to ma oilman Aimee owe.
i (NW or Typo ma Pun Name and Address o 1 /

suer, person In Ma Metre's uswi blotrl J.

Strost

State Zlo cod.

tionmociar and ApAmen. Sachem

Application For DosignatIon of Beneficiary
Metropolitan
1,1e Insurance C,4) noanv

For Industrial Monthly Policies Numbered Lower Than 550,000,000 M, MO, MS,
and for all Industrial Weekly Policies.
0Intl MINION and NOM. Asemy it 1101 d, pow 0 L.

. If .0 10,C41. nlet ropey IttOSOte Subla

I hereby make any previous designation of beneficiary and contingent beneficiary. if any, under
the above-number ecl policy. and any previous election applicable to the death benefit made under
the provisions of the Optional Modes of Settlement. if any.
I hereby designate as revocable tweneficiery,
tdats. I /'01 A00,1111 asialoonsido OStO Of Mimi

to receive any death benefit under such policy. subitict. however. to the rights of the asSigue of
record (if the Policy is assignable and has been assigned). It is agreed hat if the date of issue of
the policy fa prior to January I. 1937. such designation shall be subtle to beneficiary .ider form
(Form 123.2 copy of which rider is printed below) and which will pe attached to .7.ral made
part of the policy.
Untert otherwise indicated, 1 two or more beneficiaries ire named any payment to them shall
be made in. eciusi shares or 10 the survivors in edual Shinn or all to the' last survivor.
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CHART 5

11-1 BAN Kt )1 AMI RICA APPLICATIO
1. NOMA,
Fin 110101, me gasman, .r vomit ea Iry lookA1 &mil& livii!geoereilit, I Aim MN MM. reete TN re OM

yip
We U120 PIOIN U

UleAl 0 INA men*. The ism werf viwy boom 0 Tieeksvile Nil 140101e.

IllsAlOW &WM

UMPOINTAINT Ponca: YOU MAN AMIV PON M1010101.1011morr IN VOUSNAYS ALCM. WITHOUT
vou0 IVOuNI 00 ANY 01100 PIMA. NICLAAOULIN OP YOIUA SIX OA MARITAL STATUS

0 Im moons ieintiV 01h
0 I'M 81.00in, in my nenve only

if yely're eionell eel li00 wows epeiyine INA* NA M4 Pansostine OMNI aulluest, ally ONAIN TIN* r 51401000 SW *0 600 1110.000010.
If you're morrded awl your Newel 4 nee septerie Ter IPA .0044.40 0010 110/4N4 bet von III M Newasweeey preperly ANA o CAlifenNe, yea 040 eeee ell feepeaulIwOorsuellen okuvalnuou yOUr 1001011 WPM eillefUlan 1/1 regalvow OW/16

2. APPIJCANT
IOU. *alga 1Y1ow on.1 owta Go mot.

OuAr.s..40 74A 6261 I ir&Ila
ROWING110.3.51 110.1111 tAfii ,,y1,4

nmeinpr ...MEW IP AT TIMII- vvrnavum VIKA-

114Cull ..0 44 4. 411/.114 clCuNitger All14d,AL

001.1..0020 111v

CHART 6

OPTIONAL yoe romil 110 1.11 /Own trent aikmanv, d.10 Weenme
rftnaftne. VOW, VOW .11111 ,1 antnemiand IN AMMO" 14 IRMA. 1/*
Omen NIT NIONTNLY 40001

.04.1111

110./411

Economic
Outlook 1980

Bank of America Global Report

October 1979

Accelerating worldwide inflation and decreasing economic growth
mark the world economy as we enter the 1980s.

Inflation is being sustained by a world liquidii glut caused by excessive
money supply growth in nearly every nation during the past few years.Since the breakdown of the Bretton Woods System, the world has ex-
perienced double-digit growth rates in the global money supply each year.The lack of control over official international liquidity creation and theconcomitant weakening of the balance-of-payments constraint have con-tributed importantly to this lessening of monetary discipline. It istherefore not surprising that global inflation has averaged 12 percentannually since 1974, and the outlook for the 1980s is not encouraging.
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Ten office personnel were selected for 8 hour observations. This

activity was included to verify the self reporting done during the

interviews. A discrepancy was found with use of reference manuals. The

only persons using the business manuals were the supervisors, where the

interview appeared to have the manuals used by entry level workers as

well. The only reference books used by the lower level workers were

dictionaires and telephone books. The following is a summary of the of

literacy activities as identified by interview observations and document

review.

1. Entry level jobs require less reading.

2. Non-English speakers can hold entry level jobs with a lower
grade level reading or no reading at all, i.e., stenopools
where only "copy" work is done.

3. Strategies for coping when oneedoes not read--ask for verbal
directions.

4. High level jobs require reading such as:

o Formal letters

o Company documeRts

o Computer printouts

5. Most frequently read materals are:

o- Formal letters--proofreading

Memos

Computer printouts

Work manuals

Mail--addresses, names

Forms

Telephone directories

Schedules
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6. Clerk typists, other than stenographer-pool employees, must be
able to read on a secondary level.

7. there is often a distinct difference between what supervisors
perceive as reading responsibilities and what actually is read
(usually their perception is more complex than what exists).

3.2 Test Development for Literacy Skills Among Clerk-Typists

The observations and interviews carried out during the intial

stages of the project found the positiOn clerk-typist to be highly

diversified from job-to-job and within each job. Amid this diversity,

some basic reading skills common to every job contacted were identified.

The basic reading skills isolated were the following: Comprehension

(this included interpretation, main ideas, factual information, and

comprehension of schedules and forms), alphabetizing, vocabulary, grammar,

and punctuation. These basic skills became components of the test

designed for office workers in conjunction with the project. Below is a

brief chronological outline of the test development and data collection

activities. Following the timeline, is a presentation of each section

of the literacy test designed (Appendix A), the rationale for the sections,

and the subsequent revisions of each section with explantions for the

revisions.

Reading Test Development--A Cronological Outline

1. First draft of the test was developed. It was reviewed/ revised by
the research team. Contacts. were made with 8 high school students
who volunteered to participate in the pilot of the test.

2. High school students were given the test; the test was scoeed. The
research team met to review the test results; again, revisions were
agreed on, and contacts were made with 40 vocational education'
students who volunteered to participate in the first d'ata collecting
phase of the project.
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3. The testing of the 40 vocational education students continued and
was completed; the tests were scored. The research team met to
review the test reulsts, revisions were agreed Kand contacts were
initiated with 80 employees in the position of clerk-typist who
volunteered to parttcipate in the data collection phase of the
test.

4. Data, collection with the 80 clerkitypists began.

5. Data collection with the80 clerk-typists was completed; the tests
: were scored. The research team met to review the test results.

?The writing of the research project report, Was planned.

The Development of Each Section in the Literacy Test

Section I. Comprehension

Reading materials used commonly on the job were gathered during the

observations and interviews. The reading materials were analyzed for

level of difficulty. An averalevel of 11;11.5 grade was determined

as most common to each position. 1
An understanding of the reading

material was found to. be generally necessary for the employees to function

effectively in their positions. With these findings in mind, Section I

was written.

The polysyllabic vocabulary used, in the test of Section I was

verified against the publication "The Literacy Requirements of a,Secretary

on the Job and in a Vocational Training Program."2 This publication

lists the most commonly used words in the clerical vocabulary. The

letter format of the section was choSen because it was found to be a

writing and reading format familiar to all clerk-typists we contacted.

The Fry Readability Formula was used to obtain the reading of the
materials; at this time we found no formulas designed to test
technical writing. Edward B. Frv. Fry Readability Scale (Jamestown
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The reading level was kept at 11.0-11.5 in agreement with the average

reading level obtained with the analysis of reading materials common to

the clerk-typists surveyed.
3

The questions asked of the 'reading text

were constructed to deal with several kinds of comprehension skills,

i.e., interpretive, main idea, factual, inferential, critical thought.

Throughout the field testing of the test the next of the reading passage

remained the same. The questions asked p rtaining to the reading remained

unaltered.

k
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Section I. Comprehension

In this section you will be teste on your reading comprehension (your

tinderstanding of Passage A). Ple se read Passage A silently then answer

the questions following by circling the answer which most fully satisfies

the question.

Passage A

Dear Applicant:

We received your resquest regarding information concerning the job
opening we are attempting to fill. The position will necessitate that
you know how to perform the basic math functions. You mutt be able to
type at least sixty words per minute. Your reading skills must be
twelfth grade level or higher. You must demonstrate your public relations
skills in person as well as on the telephone. These requirements are
basic necessities for performing well in this particular position.

We will train you to, use a calculator, adding machine, and any other
equipment necessary to your work in our office. Because we will be
taking time to train someone we would appreciate it if you would
carefully consider whether or not you are qualified for the position.'
If you desire to make this kind of work a career, and if you are willing
to work fifty hours a week for the first month of training please call
us. We will immediately set up an appointment for you. We will also
initiate the paper work necessary for your application to be processed.

If you have any further questions concerning the qualifivcations for
this position please do make contact with us by May 31.

1: What had the applicant requested?

A. Information about a secretarial job
B. Information about a job opening
C. Information about a job opening they had filled
D. Information about a job opening they were trying to fill.

Questions 2 thru 6 refer to Passage A found on page 1.

2. What are the basic necessities for doing well on this job?

A. The requirements for the job are the basic necessities.
B. Math skill, reading ability, and personality are the basic

necessities.
C. Personal relations skills, math, reading ability, and typing

are the basic necessities.
D. Reading skills, math, typing, and shorthand skills are the

basic necessities.
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3. It is necessary for the applicant to know how to operate office
machines to be considered for the job?

A. Yes
B. No
C. Information not given in the passage

4. Is the applicat qualified?

A. Yes
B. No
C. Information not given in the passage

5. If the applicant is able to type 60 words per minute, can perform
the basic math functions, reads on the second grade level, and has
good personal relations skills is s/he qualified for the job?

A. Yes
B. No

Pleye indicate below why you answered yes or no.

6. Which sentence best summarizes the main idea of Pass4ge A?

A. The position has many qualifications.
B. The position will require a commitment to the work.
C. The position is available to a qualified person willing to

train and build a career around the work.
0. The position has many qualifications which will exclude many

applicants less committed to the work.
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Section II. Alphabetical Order

Clerk-typists commonly worked with directories, catalogs, manuals,

and journals. These materials were generally organized alphabetically.

Efficient and effective use of these materials required a thorough

knowledge of alphabetical order.

TSe words were taken'from a literacy requirement book for secretaries.4

The alphabetical order section was originally four groups of five words

to be alphabetized independently by group. After the pilot with eight

high school students, it was determined that the test needed to be

shortened without damaging its effectiveness in determining a person's

ability with alphabetical order. It was then reduced to two groups of

five words, chosen specially because they require a thorough alphabetical

order knowledge--alphabetization from first letters to the last letters.

No other changes were made in this section.

TEST SAMPLE

Section II. Alphabetical Order

Number the following sets'of words in their correct alphabetical

order, 1 corresponding to the word nearest the beginning of the

alphabet)

A. B.

particles separately

partners separate

participant sending

participate sentences

partial sentence
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Section III. Punctuation and Grammar

The project team agreed to include this section after carefully

noting that a knowledge of grammar and punctuation are an integral part

of proofreading, a skill often used in the cler-typist position. This

section was written after the first draft was presented to the research

team. So, technically, it was a part of the first rev-Won.

The punctuation section was designed to include all of the major

punctuation forms. The original section was revised after the pilot

test with the eight high school students. The revision dealt only with

the item assessing knowledge of apostrophe usage. This section remained

the same through the remainder of the testing done.

The grammar section tests for knowledge of complete sentences and

sentence fragments. The initial version contained three items. This

section was expanded in the second revision to include five sentences--with

two incomplete sentences and three complete. The expansion was done to

more fully insure that the person being tested understood what a complete

sentence was and did not circle the correct sentence arbitrarily. With

two answeXs necessary for a perfect score in this section it was less

likely that a person might arbitrarily score perfectly. This section

remained in this form throughout the remainder of the testing.
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TEST SAMPLE

Section III. Grammar and Punctuation

1. In the following
sentences, please fill in the proper punctuation.

A. Joan will get her degree but not until she passes the class.

B. We are going to see the doctor his office is downtown.

C. Today is your day off said Mr. Garcia.

D. Fred Williams who works across town will see us today.

E. Each workers paycheck must -be signed.

F. Please send the following five bottles of correction fluid six
staplers twelve ballpoint pens and a copying machine.

2. Circle the incomplete
sentences or sentence fragments.

- A. Derek's Pawn Shop will allow you two weeks.

B. In the following section of this report, Dr. Patrick's research
will be analyzed.

C. The idea that work should be pursued as a calling:

D. It is very important
that you work well with the people in the office.

E.The correct answer, the first two on the second line.
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Section IV. Vocabulary

All of the vocabulary words in this section were selected from

among the words listed as the most common word& found in the technical

vocabulary of a secretary in the book by Alden J. Moe. 5
Correct definition

words were formulated by consulting Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary

and The Oxford English Dictionary. Even so, this section underwent a

more extensive revision that the other sections did. The pilot/test

indicated difficulty with over 50% of the questions, 5 out of 20. These

were revised to include clearer differences between choices. The field

testing with 40 vocational education students revealed additional difficulties.

The decision was made to eliminate the two items that were proving to be

the most difficult, leaving a total of eight items in thissvtioh.

Additional revision went into making more marked differences between the

definition choices offered. In the eventual use of the test, with

eighty employees, one item still presented ambiguity to the test participants,

item number 4, seeking the definition of the word "qualifications." The

item was'judged to have problems and in the scoring this item was discarded.



TEST SAMPLE

Section IV. Vocabulary

Circle the most correct definition of each word listed.

1. Demonstrate 5. Designate

A. lead A. picture

(Dshov B.

C. act C. plan

D. evil D. lead

2. Necessitate 6. Objective

A. negate A. an idea

(Deana, B. a method

C. revive C. a thing

D. lead D. aim

3. Initiate 7. Recommendation

(D begin A. of advising

B. letter B. act of requiring

C. center C. answer

D. end D. act of showing

4. Qualifications

A. promises

B. essentials

C. credits

D. efforts

i,sonrces

()reserve Supply

B. a second reply

C. do again

D. reserve food

42
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Section V. Schedules and Forms--Reading Comprehension

One of the regular reading formats common to all of the clerk-typists

contacted dealt with forms and schedules. The section was designed to

test precision and comprehension in the reading of schedules and forms.

This proved to be one of the more challening sections of the test.

Deviations in the schedule were questioned as well as consistencies.

The test participants had more difficulty dealing with the deviations

from the regular pattern in the schedule. The second revision resulttd

in the inclusion of a clarifying note at the end of the schedule to

further assist the test participants.

Form A (a Sample Form to be filled out by the subject) had key

words underlined to emphasize their importance. The testing results

indicated a specific difficulty with questions 6 and 7. Several correct

approaches to answering the questions were used by the test participants.

All of the appropriate approaches were counted as correct.
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TEST SAMPLE

Section V. Schedules and Forms --Reading Comprehension

Review Schedule A below and circle tile correct answers to the questions

listed after the achedule on page 6.

Schedule A

*Regular Working Schedule for EMployee Unit 5

Week of June 26-29, 1985

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Alpen. Alpan 6-5 Alpan 6-5 Alpan 6-5

Bondi MY' , $,, 4,1Bond . 5-4 Bond 5-4 Bond 5-4

Chivez 6-5 Chvez 6-5 Chavez 6-5 ChiVez 6-5

Fiaui 5-4 Fiaui 5-4 Fiaui 5-4 Fiaui 5-4

Gutierrez 5-4 Gutierrez 5-4 Gutierrez 5-4 Gutierrez 5-4

Jones 6-5 Jones 6-5 Jones 6-5 Jones 6-5

/
rezPe 6-5 Perez 6-5 Perez 6-5 Valdez 6-5

Wong 5-4 Wong 5-4 Wong 5-4 Wong 5-4

*Regularly ten hours per day, 4 days per week, two

shifts running a day, 6AM to 5PM and5PM to 4AM,

machinery maintenance daily 4AM to 6AM, lunch and

dinner breaks are to be taken for one hour after four

full hours of work. Any deviation from regular schedule

is due to employe request for time off.

Now that you have reviewed Schedule A thoroughly, answer the.questions

about Schedule A found on page 6.
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TEST SAMPLE (Continued)

These questions are about Schedule A on page 5. Please circle the correct

answer to each question.

1. Which days of the week does Peres not work this week?

A. Friday, Saturday, Sunday

B. Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday

C..Thursday, Saturday, Sunday

D. None of the above

2. How many hours of work per day do these employees regularly have?

A. 8

B. 40

C. 10

D. none of the above

3. What hours did Chavez work on Tuesday?

A. 5-4

B. 6-5

C. 5-2

D. none of the above

4. Did Valdez work this week?

A. Yes

B. No

C. Information not given

'Fill in Form A below by referring to Schedule A found on page 5. Act
as though your name is Perez as you fill out Form A.

Form A Employees: Please read this form carefully and print the
=nation asked for within the blanks provided.

1. Last Name

2. Unit Number 3. Week of

4. Regular Hours Per Day 5.Regular Hours Per Week

6. Days Regularly Worked

7. DRYS Worked This Week

8. Total Hours Worked This Week

X1CMV/N
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Sections VI and VII. Interpretation and Main Idea

The last two sections of the clerk-typist test were taken directly

from the minimum competency items included in the test for the auto

mechanics in this research project. These two sections were included

for two reasons. First, the two kills tested play an integral part in

testing reading comprehension. Secondly, the sections were included to

provide a common ground for comparison of the responsesz from auto

mechanics and clerk-typists.

The section on interpretation required the application of the test

participants' comprehension of a main passage to two different circum-

stances.

The main idea passage required the reading and comprehension of a

three paragraph passage and the selection of the best statement of t4

main idea of that passage.

These two sections were not revised, but remained identical to

those in the auto mechanic's test. We refer you to the description of

that test for further detail concerning the development of these two

sections, Sections V and VI.

4
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TEST SAMPLE

Section VI. interpretation

Read the safety warning below and answer the questions that follow.

Bleeding

Until medical help arrives, place a thick pad of clean

cloth or bandage directly over wound and press firmly

to control blood flow. Ho4d in place with strong

bandage, neckties, etc., taking oar, not to make tie

so tight as to prevent circulation. In case of injuries

to the groin, armpit or neck, where ties cannot be used,

control blood flow with finger or hand pressure. Raise

the bleeding part higher than the rest of the body, unless

bones are broken. If injury is extensive, treat for shock.

1. Someone has fallen on a broken bottle and the cut on

his leg i5 bleeding heavily. You cut a thick cloth over

the wound and tie it in place with a shirt sleeve. According

to the warning above, you are acting:

A. Correctly

B. Incorrectly

2. Your friend has cut his neck in a motorcycle accident.

You raise his neck with a cushion and press your hand

firmly over the wound. According to the warning above,

you are acting:

A. Correctly

B. Incorrectly

X 1 CM/ft
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TEST SAMPLE (continued)

Section VII. Main Idea

k

Direction= Read the following paragraphs and answe question about

the main idea.

Learning To Read

Teaching people to read can be a difficult and complat'process if the

basics of the skill are not approached properly. Instead of worrying

about what people don't knoW, you should concentrate on what they have

already learned _through everiday,experiences.

)
1maginetyourself in the place of those who do not read and make a list

* of all the words they. encounter every day. Begin in the bathroom,

washing up for breakfast. There are words on the toothpaste tube

and even the bar of soap.- Then move into the, kitchen and look around.

People notice brand names and product names like "Cereal," 'eggs," and
"milk." Continuing throughout. the day, you will disaker other words --

stop signa, names of streets, and names of cars.

We are-constantly surrounded by a great basic vocabulary. It's sealer

to help people read these familiar words and then move on to new words

and' experiences.

Which one of the following is the best statement of the main idea of the

article you just read?'

A. People notice brand and product names and, encounter words on toothpaste
tubes and bars of soap.

E. When associated with everyday experiancea, reading becomes an
easily hcquired skill.

C. If taught correctly, people can learn to read quite quickly.

D. Learning to read is far more difficult than learning to talk.

X1CMV/N
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3.3 Site and Sample Selection

Observations and Interviews

Site selectiOn for the interviews and site observations was done by

referring to the phone directories (yellow pages) and through previSus

contacts with otople in business. Interviews and observations were

vie .
carrieamout with clerk-typists in large offices (13+ employees), and

small offices (2-12 employees). All offices in the study were in the

Los Angeles Metropolitan area.

Pilot Test

The sample selection for the pilot test was from the immediate

vicinity ofUCL4'. 'Contacts were maCie-with high school students known to

a member of the research team. Those students volunteered and then

recruited some additional students-for the pilot test.

Informatiog was gathered from their performance on the test as well

as their remarks concerning overall clarity, perceived ifficulty, etc.

Field Testing with Vocational Education Students

Contacts wre made with numerous educational institutions where

people were trained as clerk-typists. Three of the institutions contacted

expressed an interest in our research and a desire to participate in the

administration of the exam to any students who would volunteer. One

institution was a community college (CC), one an occupational training

center (OTC), and one a skills development center (SDC). The occupational

training center and the skills center had a higher percentage of minority

students enrolled than the city college, althougq5minorities were present

in all three institutions (a more detailed ethnic distribution will be,
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Testing students in three different kinds of educational facilities

provided us with a broad basis of comparison in regard to age, ethnic

background, and educational background.

Data Collection with Employed Clerk-Typists

When the time arrived for initiating contacts with employers regarding

the final data collecting phase those employers who had participated in

phase one were contacted first. Two of these firms accepted the invitation

to participate in the segment of the study which, tested the literacy

skills of its workers, although different persons took part in each

phase.

SITES OF OFFICE PERSONNEL STUDY--FINAL PHASE

Salient characteri'stics of sites selected. Below are descriptions of

the offices chosen for the testing, following the development of the 0

tests for specific literacy skills. We have provided some detail of the

major characteristics of the participating offices (shops, agencies) in

order to place the resulting data in the context of the office variations.

For each agency, the descriptions attempt to establish the following

features:

Major functions of the particular office.

The size of the firm in number of employees.

The ratio of men to women.

The organization of the clerical staff.

The ethnic /linguistic distribution of the employees.

The spread of ages of the staff members.

The range of salaries.



Commerical Transporation Company (CTC)* (COMTRANS)

CTC had its intermodal traffic department housed in a small building

located on the railroad yeard near downtown Los Angeles. This office

employed approximately 65 clerks in varying shifts, twenty-four hours a

day. The majority of the clerks were male. There was a.diverse ethnic

population with approximately 50% of the population being members of

some minority group. The age range was diverse as well, from 19 to 58

years.

The office was responsible for the smooth flow of CTC truck traffic

carrying large "containers" to be transferred by rail. Therefore, some

clerks had business to transact-illthe office and in the general area

surrounding' the office as well (checking in trucks and containers).

Other clerks worked strictly in the office. They all were involved in

clerical skills (filing, letters, etc.), teUphone calls, and typing;

but, there was some diversity from one position to the next, depending

on what facet of the intermodal operation they were responsible for.

Public Communications Company (PCC) (PUBCOM)
4
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This office was located in the PCC central headquarters in Santa Monica.

(West Side of the Los Angeles area). This particular office of PCC

dealt with some legal transactions, public relations, and incoming

complaints of customers. There were approximately 12 clerk-typists

employed in this office with a high level of clerical expertise. Alliof

the clerical positions were staffed by female employess at the time of

the data collection. The minority population was approximately 30% of
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the total number of clerk-typists. The age ranges is from 21 to 35

years old.

The basic clerical stills were common to all the clerical positions,

but there was diversity in the nature of the materials that each position

dealth with. For example, some of the clerk-typists worked primarily

with complaints and repairs, while some deal strictly with secretarial

functions for an administrator, etc.

Federal Service Agency (FSA) (FEDSERV)

The Federal Service Agency's, office was located in West Los Angeles.

The office was opento the public from 9 to 5 p.m. for processing federal

service claims in person. They processed claims by mail as well.

Recently, shortly before the time of the study this office had seen a

reduction in clerica staff when several clerical personnel were promoted

to positions in another branch office located in the same-building. At

the time of data collection the positions had not been filled, consequently

the clerical personnel were doubly busy with their work and the work of

some absent personnel.

There were six clerical positions in the office. The ethnic background

of the clerical personnel then was approximately 30% minority. The age

range was 23 to 45 years.

From job to job the responsibilities were fairly consistent, with

less diversity than some of the other offices where employees were

tested. The main function of the clerical personnel in this office was

to accurately define the claims being made, to do the paper work and

calculations of money claimed which would allow payment to the individual
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reading incoming mail are some of the basic on-the-job tasks these

employees had to deal with. Telephone calls were very limited due to a

centralized answering and referral service.

THE STATE EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT (S.E.D.') (STED)

The State Employment Department (S.E.D.) was a state agency which

offered its local community a number of employment related services.

These services included employment and unemployment services such as:

employment counseling, employment referrals, arrangement of interviews,

employment placement, referrals to training programs, and unemployment

insurance. All of these sources were considered important components to

the provision of adequate and complete employment services. The S.E.D.

also included a (WIN) program which provides the same aforementioned

employment services but focuses exclusively on welfare recipients.

The S.E.D. was a fairly large office divided into 4 units which

included:- Administrative, Employment Services, Unemployment, and the

WIN program. The efficiency of the unemployment unit in the office has

_Priority, because if people did not get their money they would not come

back to look for jobs. The clerical/secretarial personnel in the S.E.D.

consisted of one Manager Secretary, four full-time clerks, and a large

number of part-time Office Assistants. The Manager Secretary was also

the Attendance Clerk, which meant she had a wide variety of job tasks.

The Manager Secretary was responsible for the Manager's mail, dictation

and typing, but also must take care of all the paper work for hiring,
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exclusively and expected to look and keep up files, take care of mail,

and-other job related tasks. Of the three clerks, one of them was a

Control clerk, which means she attended to the mail pay; and another was

an Overpayment Clerk who advised claimants when they have been overpaid.

The fourth full-time Clerk worked exclusively with the employment services

unit and reponsible for any clerical/secretarial task within his/her

unit. The Part-time Office Assistants simply answered phone calls and

took care of light typing, especially when the Manager Secretary had an

overflow of work.

The Clerical/Secretarial Personnel:

1. Sex: 99% women, only 1 man

2. Age range: Apprix. 20-44

*3. Ethnicity: 90% Hispanic/Mexican, 10% Asian/White

4. Pay scale: $904 - $1060 a month

The Top Executive Positons:

*1. Ethnicity: 9 Hispanic all Mexican

5 White

1 Asian

PARENTS FOR COMMUNITY ADVOCACY (PACA)

PACA, as a community agency, was committed to promote, expose and

assist in equal educational opportunities for Chicano children. The

agency's commitment stemed from concerned citizens as well as the agency's
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County and Federal funding which was allocated for the purpose aforemen?

tioned. PACA was receiving Title VIII = Bilingual Education monies at

the time of the study. The PACA administration, Executive and Project

Directors had decided to use two strategies to help Chicano children in

education. One of the strategies focuses on working with the parents

and family unit, which is considered the child's initial exposure to

learning. The second strategy used by PACA is working with teachers and

administrators, teaching them how to work and use parents as a resource

to enchance the children's learning. PACA was at the time, working on

two projects. One of the projects not only familiarizes parents with

school problems, but also encourages them to participate in helping to

resolve and helping to alleviate the problems. The second project was

basically concentrating on bilingual parent communication.

The PACA office was small and included only six on its staff: one

Executive Director, one Project Director, three Counselors, and one

Secretary. The Executive Director managed the entire office, directed

and worked on one of the projects, which includes writing the project

proposal beforehand and writing up the report afterwards. The Project

Director did the same for the second project. The three Counselors

could be called Parent Trainers, because they conducted classes on a

variety of topics, e.g., the school structure, drugs, adolescence,

Title I, Title IV how to read testing scores, and how to deal with

particular problems at school, such as suspension. Parents were also

'familiarized with the school personnel and legal aspects such as Court

mandates. Many times the Directors were also involved in similar interac-
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1. Sex 5 Women and 1 Man

2. Ethnicity: All Mexican

3. Age: Administrative and Secretary, 25-35 (all women);

Counselors, 40-50 (2 women and 1 man)

EAST LOS ANGELES UNION (ELAU)

COMMUNITY RESEARCH GROUP (CRG)

In 1972, East Los Angeles Union (ELAU) became one of the 49 non-profit

locally based Community Development Corporations (CDCs) receiving federal

assistance to participate in this national experiment. It was ELAU's

task to develop and implement an economic revitalization strategy in

partnership with the 350,000 residents (80% Hispanic) of greater East

Los Angeles. Within the ELAU organization, CRG was originally conceived

as the economic research and planning division to assess the socio-economic

needs of the community, identify areas of economic opportunity, and

obtain public and private resources to implement ELAU economic development

projects. CRG possessed planning and research capability in the many

facets of socioeconomic development including transportation, housing,

human services, legislation, and all economic activity such as commerical

and industrial development, labor trends, etc. CRG's success in planning

and research was based upon its ability to effectively include the partici-

pation of the public and private sectors in conjunction with community

residents.
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they in turn have hired an X number of skilled personnel to work on

Communit projects, including: Project Directors, Marketing Specialists,

Analysts, Researchers, etc. At the time, were four on the secretarial

staff and one receptionist. The receptionist basically greeted people,

answered phones, and did very light typing. Two of the secretaries were

known as Mag Operators, who did most of the typing for the entire office.

They were responsible for typing for the Project Directors, for monitoring

supply distribution, for maintaining their own filing system and for

relieving the receptionist if necessary. One of the last two secretaries

was the Executive Secretary to the two Vice-Presidents. She was responsible

for screening their calls, taking dictation, doing their filing, mail,

typing, etc., and acquainting herself with all accounting procedures and

paperwork. The last and mqst important staff member is the Executive

Secretary to the President, who performed the same tasks as the aforemen-

tioned Executive Secretary. The Executive Secretary to the President

was also the Supervisor of the clerical/ secretarial staff as well as

Administrative Assistant, which meant she contributed to the organization

and administration of the entire office.

The CRG's Secretarial Staff:

1. Sex All Women

2. Age: 25 is the average age

3. Ethnicity: All Mexican

All administrators were men; 2Chicanos, 1 Pakistani; the President

was Chicano.
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IMMIGRATION ASSISTANCE, INC.

The Immigration Assistance, Inc. was a non-profit, voluntary agency

accredited by the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) to help

in the reunification of documentable families of Los Angeles by assisting

them with the intricate and complex immigration procedures of this

country. DOCUMENTABLE applied to those persons or families livihg in

the United States in Violation of U.S. immigrations laws, who were

prevented from exercising rights and privileges of U.S. citizens and

(legal) resident aliens because of INS delays in administrative processing

of their applications for normalization status. The Immigration Center

was federally funded administered by the City of Los Angeles, which

meant limiting these services only to low income residents of the City'

of Los Angeles.

The Center was then staffed as follows: one Attorney, three Counselors,

one Executive Secretary, one Clerk Typist, and one Public Relations

Officer. The Counselors aided and counseled their clients throughout

the immigration process, using the Attorney fOr referenCe when legal

advice was necessary. The Public Relations Officer's title was pretty

much self-explanatory, but he also wrote up proposals for grant monies.

The Clerk Typist was also the Receptionist, performing all tasks required

of her through that title. She also took care of the mail and was

responsible for typing immigration forms passed on to her by the Counselors.

The Executive Secretary performed a variety of tasks including the

scheduling of all appointments, sending all notices to clients, taking
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Judges. The Executive Secretary was the right-hand person for the

Attorney.

The Personnel:

I. Sex 5 Women, 2 Men. The 2 Men at top positions -

(Attorney and P.R. person)

2. Age Range: 25-760

3. Ethnicity: 1 Anglo, 6 Hispanic. (The Attorney was anglo.

THE COUNTY HOUSING AGENCY (COHOOS)

The County Housing Agency of Los Ang les continued to seek and

develop an adequate supply of decent and ffordable housing for the

citizens of Los Angeles County. This pu lic agency was providing essential

housing for thousands of low-income residents of Los Angeles .County. At

the time over seven thousand such houSeholds in the country were receiving

assistance from the Housing Agency through either the Section 8 or

.Section 23 subsidy programs or by occupancy in one of their conventional

projects. Althought the Housing Agency had aided proportionately many

more needy citizens, the demand for low-cost h, ,rg had also increased

at a higher rate. The Housing Agency was attempting to achieve real

alleviaton of the communfty's housing problem by investigating every

possible method, preserving existing housing, and devleoping all housing

programs available.

The Housing Agency included'two buildings: One was completely

occupied by part of the Housing Assistance Payments Program (HAPP) the

second building housed the other part of the HAPP and five other departments

which included: (1) Personnel (2) Housing Management Business. (3) Development.
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and most importantly, the Executive office. The Executive Office included:

four Executives, three Analysts, two Consultants, and five Clerical/Secre-

tarial personnel. The Executive Office was organized such that three of

the Clerical/Secretarial personnel worked almost exclusively with three

of the Executives--The Executive Director, the Deputy Executive Director,

and Public Information Officer. The other two secretaries worked with

the Analysts. Thel fourth Executive-- Special Assistant to the Executive

Director--mainly worked by himself doing research and keeping himself

informed. When finished with a project, Consulants occasionally passed

on typing tasks to the Clerical/ Secretarial personnel. It is important

to note-that there was a mutual codperation among the Clerical/ Secretarial

personnel. Whenever there was an overload of work falling upon any one

of the Clerical/Secretarial personnel, everyone helped out.

There was a wide variety of tasks which could be associated with

the Clerical/Secretarial personnel of the Housing Agency, but not all of

the tasks were necessarily performed by all members of the personnel.

Here some of the tasks observed were: typing, shorthand, filing, proof-

reading, light budgeting and bookkeeping, mail, answering phones, and

making travel arrangements. The Clerical/Secretarial personnel also had

to be able to answer questions about general policy and procedures of

the Housing Agency. Editing and writing letters were tasks exclusively

performed by executive secretaries--and the Analysts.
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The Clerical/Secretarial Personnel:

e0 Clerical/Secretarial personnel--approximately 250 total workers

50% Hispanic - mostly all Mexican
\IL

25% Black

24% White

1% Asian

Average" 25

99.5% Women

Income range: $9,500 $18,000 a year

Several, of the Executive Secretaries-and analysts were women; 3 out

of 5 Housing Project Managers were women. Majority of Department

Executives were men.

THE GARCIA COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH CENTER (GARCIA)

The Garcia Comprehensive Health Center provided quality-health care

for families in the East Los Angeles community with a trained bilingual

staff sensitive to their needs. The Center's goal was. to provide preventive

and ambulatory sick services. The Center was not a hospital or an

emergency care facility. The Comprehensive Health Center Council,

composed of community representatives, was in constant communication

with this Center's administration,in order to insure that health services

met the needs of the community. The Health Center Administration was

aware of the financial strain many people were experiencing; but, they

were required to charge for medical services by a County Ordinance.

Arrangements could be made to have patients interviewed by a Patient'

Admitting Worker. who would Day for all or party of health care. The
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Clinic (ARC), Environmental Sanitation, Public Health Education, Public

Health Investigator, MIC Maternal-Infant Care Project, Mental Health,

Public Health Nutrition, Public Health Nusring, Public Social Work,

Senior Citizen Clinic, Podiatry, Cardiology Clinic, Registrar - Birth

Certificate, Burial Permit, etc., Volunteer Program and WIC - Women

Infant /Children. Program*

The Medical Records staff included f2 entry position clerical

workers who worked with an intricate detailed filing chart system which

serviced the entire Comprehensive Health Center. Everyone on the clerical

staff was required to. know how to file, make a chart, attach medical

correspondence--lab slips, X-rays, etc. The staff had to also know

about the terminal digit, color code and the vertical integration of

charts. The Medical Records Supervisor has divided the tasks in the

chart room into the following sections. (1) Trouble Section, (2) Teleauto-

writer Section, (3) Clearing Desk Section, and (4) Clinic Clerk Section.

The three persons in the Trouble Sectionere basically 'responsible for

the searching of misplaced charts. The charts might be.mi4filed,

might be in a clinic or perhaps they migyt have been sent to 0
7

-or poSsibly they were non=existent. The worker in this Section
,607

locate the missing file or make up a chart depending on -'the case.
4

These staff workers were expected to be familiar w the entire Health

Center system in order to anticipate where charts : if misplaced.

Because 'the workets'in the Trouble Section"must,),have contact with ttle

ientire Cuter, i was important that they, had good rapport with the

Center's p rsonnel. The three workers in the Teleautowrfer Secfidn

worked mainly iieiden ying those charts requested for j Ynedi ate use

through the Teleautoter machine. They also did char deliVeirfy and

chartpiaup.ThetwOyersonsintheClearingDeskSion_kept rack
.7,
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not sent back to the clinic, but rather sent to another clinic or. office).

The four persons in the Clinic Clerk Section took care of filing all

charts from previous clinic day, tally how many charts troubled, charts

received, pulled and quested, correspondence received, charts transferred

ifi and out, from and to other clinics, etc. All staff was mutually

cooperative.

The Medical Record's Clerical Staff:

1. Sex: 10 Women and 2 Men

2. Age range: 18-56, majority in their early 20's

3. Ethnicity: 10 Hispanic and 2 Asian

The Supervisor, in addition to supervising the Chart Room, also

supervised Stenographic Services, which dealt with medical summaries,

pregnancy verification, work statements, insurance and disability statements.

She/he had to also be aware of Central Records, the appointment desk and

the Audit Department, where charts were sometimes coded.

gnmvic 70
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3.3 ANALYSES OF DATA

Mean Scores on Literacy Test Battery. The protocols :from each

of the sites (agencies) in the study were scored, preserving the

tabulation for each suh=test_in the battery. Table 3.1 displays

the mean scores for each agency by subtest. The subtests were

intended to investigate the degree of competence in particular

English language literacy skills by the office worker taking the

test. Each agency was assigned a code name and a group number

for data analyses reference. There were 8 groups, with an

unequal number of subjects, for a combined total of 92 persons in

the study of literacy skills among office workers.

Differences between agencies. The analyses of differences in

the performance on the literacy test performance by the workers
0

in the study were obtained by an ANOVA. Table 3.2 shows the

spread of the scores. With each agency ident,i4ied by its group

number and code designation, we see that the employees of Public

Communications Company (PUB. COM) scored the highest (94.17348),

while those working at the Garcia Comprehensive Health Center..

(GARCIA)` received the lowest mean scores, 58.41g75. The ANOVA

yielded an F=4.995 for differences between groups," D.F.,

resulting in a significance value of p<.0001.



Table 3, Mean Scores on Subtests, by Agency

LITERARCY READING
VOCAB- SUED- INTER- MAIN GROUP

SKILL c!iP. ALPHA A ALPHA 8 PUNC. GRAMMAR liLARY ULES FORM PRETATION IDEA MEAN

AGENCY

CONTRANS 84.99 73,50 86.00 54.57 72.81 85.71 85.47 85,26 78.21 82.05 77.70
(Group 1) (40) (40) (40) (40) (40) (39) (h) (39) (39) (39) (40)

PUBCOM 95.83 92,50 100.00 80.19 87.50 98.21 100.00 100.00 87.50 100,00 94.17
(Group 2) (8) (8) (8) (8) (8) (8) (8) (8) (8) (8) (8)
FEOSERV 77.78 86.67 73.33 80.55 75.00 80.95 100.00 66.67 83.33 66.67 79.09
(Group 3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3) (3)
GARC 65.38 50,77 56.94 42.31 72.92 48.35 69.23 50.00 57.69 76.92 58.42
(Group 4) (13) (13) (13) (12) (13) (13) (13) (13) (13) (13)

SMBUS 86.11 80.00 100.00 40.28 65.28 60.00 93.33 95.00 80.00 75.00 68.63
(Group 5) (6) (6) (6) (6) (5) (5) (5) (5)' (4) (6)
COHOUS 88.10 71.43 100.00 57.14 71.43 83.67 95.24 91.07 64,9 85,71 80.81
(Group 6) t (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) (7) (7)
ELAU 9/.22 83.33 100.00 73.61 75.00 90.47 88,89 81,26 100.00 66.67 85.64
(Group 7) (6) (6) (.6) (6) (6) (6) (6) (6) (6) (6)
STED 90.74 100.00 88.89 68.52 71.88 77,78 81.48 80.56 72.22 88.89 81.20
(Group 8) (9). (9) (0) (8) (9) (9) (9) (9) (9) (9)

TOTAL 84.60 75.87 85.87 57.72 73.66 79.21 85.93 81.11 76.11 82.02 76.96
POPULATION (92) (92) (92) (92) (90) (90) (90) (90) (90) (89) (92)
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Table 3

Mean Scores Literacy Test by Agency

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

VARIABLE CODE VALUE LABEL SUM MEAN STD DEV SUM OF SQ

GROUP CON. TRANS 3108.12319 77.70308 1.7.07758 113741.07705 (40)

GROUP 2 PUB. COM 753.38787 94.17348 2.93384 602.51999 (8) .

GROUP '3 FEDSERVE 237.28193 79.09398 10.69117' 2286.02223 (3)

4

GROUP 4 GARCIA 759.45674 58.41975 16.12370 27447.14519 (13)

GROUP 5 SMALLBUS 411.76685 68.62781 24.81316 . 30784.65436 (6)

GROUP 6 COHOUS 565.65386 80.80769 9.05569 ( 4920.32711 (7)

GROUP 7 ELAU 513.86790 85.64465 11.51421 6628.85150 (6)

GROUP 8 STED 730.76371 81.19597 8.64685 5981.44482 (9)

WITHIN GROUP TOTAL 7080.30210 76.95981 15.13401 192392.04225 (92)

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

74

SOURCE SUM OF SQUARES D.F. MEAN SQUARE

BETWEEN GROUPS 800902.801 7 114414.686

LINEARITY 585.062 1

DEV. FROM LINEARITY 800317.739 p 6

R 2 -0.0147

WITHIN GROUPS 1923920.422

ETA 0,5422

F SIG.

4.995 0.0001

585.062 0.026 0.8734

133386.290 5.824, 0.0000

R SQUARED : 0.0002

84 22903.k5 ''

ETA SQUARED = 0.2939

v

75
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Differences between the East Side and West Side. The ANOVA found

the high scoring group to be an agency in the -West Side, the area

of Los Angeles.with a predominance of Anglo monolinguals, while

the firm scoring the lowest was located in the East Side, (East

Los Angeles), where thigipopulation was predominantly Hispanic. A

two-tailed t-test was computed on the Literacy test data, Table

3.3, in order to determine if the agencies in the East Side

scored consistently, significantly lower than those in West Side.

The t-test fo nd no statistically, significant difference between

the mean sco es of the agencies located in the East Side when

compaied th the scores of the firms in West Side. Even though

the me ..'n scores of the business offices in the West Side had a

high range-- 77.70308 to 94.17348, than those of the East

sid 58.419'75 to, 85.64465, the -test found the differences in

mea s not significant.

Differences gc_Sy, tests. In the initial phase the study had

identified literacy skills important to all office workers, and

these were the skills that were being examined by the sub-tests.

The next analyses was to indicate how the office personnel in the

'participating firms performed on these specific skills. The

Scheffle Multiple Range Test was applied to the data: Table

3.4.1 shows that the skills which surfaced as being under

significantly different levels of control by the subjects were

Vocabulary and Form-filling. On closer look at Table 3.1 one'

notes that such a result appears to have been influenced by the

low scores of one agency (GARCIA of the East Side), where the
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Ethnic Distribution in siimpLe. The poll ,'o the firms that

participated in the studi. 44.4s:that of inviting all of their

,employe%s to take 'part-.,0 'In the West. Side we fc;und 8 persons

Bliack and:Asian ethnicity in our

the groups -other than the.;;His

ample. Although the numbers in

d the Ariglo are too small to

say anything, Onfidence , the figures are, provided here, has

being of int4ts,t to stimuld& ub/sequent study s investigating

3.5.Literacy skills across several ethn c groups, T

Discussion.

performante on the literacy skills fests,by the office workers in

the East side (Hispanic) agencies. Group 4 (GARCIA) performed

consistenly lower than any of the other firmain the study, yet

surpriging finding was the extremes in

their neighboring Group 7 (ELAU) frequently vied for highest

4/Alt

83 %.



'VARIABLE CODE VALUE LABEL

Table 3'

Mean Scores Literacy Test by Ethnicity

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

SUM. MEAN STO 0EV 10 OF SQ

oft

ETHNIC 1 HISPANIC 3258.97603 ,072.42169 18.28923 147178.25600 (45)

ETHNIC . 2 BLACK 381.44985 76.28997 12.11077 :5866.82981 (5),

ETHNIC 3 ASIAN 256.90291 : 85.63430 9.60107 1843,6002 (3)

ETHNIC 1) AgGLO 2529.99348 J 84.33312 13.34738 5166411685 (30)

ETHNIC 5 OTHER 252.07893 84.02631 9.18681 , '1687,94844 (3)

*4Y

6679,40120 77.66746 16.03395 2080016 (86)
WITHIN GROUP TOTAL

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE'
11

SOURCE SUM 00QUARE101 MEAN SQUARE F SIG:

BETWEEN GROUPS 289244.802 4°12311,200 2.813 0.0306

LINEARITY 275716.008 1 275216,008 10125 0,0016,1,

DEV.FROM LINEARITY 13528,794 3 2509.598 r175 0.9128/A

R 2 -0.3410 R SQUARED 2. 0.1163

WITHIN GROUPS 2082408;608, ;81 2108.748

ETA 03492 ETAIQUARED 2 0.1220 If

4,

t) I

p 85
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.scores with Group, 2 (PUB.COM), , which had, an Ahlci ;Odpulation,

Additiona ly, .grouP:2 had a literacy entry examination among its

empIoyment,procedures, which means that the subjects faun that

office hod passed previous literacy skills screening.

The skills which appeared to have differing levels of control

among the subjectsof th'e study were not those bridging school

minimum competengy tests with those developed for the specific

employment settings. The sub- :tests adapted from state-minimum

r,

r

competency tests der those measuring ability to determine main

idea and reading. i,nte4retation. For the office workers' in this,

study, the Variance, in ofr,:i.h&-job reading performance which could
ti)

be accounted the reading skill on competency

identified,to

Of the liter..4 skills assessed

tests was

by this study, Punctuation

se
(e

ms to hay.eraenr prOblemati for most of the participating

office worker's., The punctuation sub-test scored lower than any

of tha other,,aub-tests for 6 out of the 8.groups' in this part of

the research.
,

The data on ;the performance by office workers on each of the

skills studied will 'be discussed separately in future reports.



4.1 Summary of the research.
'17-1.10Pr

We were suprised to find such a wide range of work opportunities
1.'

-for auto mechanics and office clerical workers, For auto mechanics,

the greatest number of jobs were found to be at the entry level. For

office workers there seemed to be a need for additional employees at

both small and large firms.'

Literacy demands for auto mechanics in small shops were found to

75

be minimal for entry positions, In contrast, the large public-agencies,

such as the Post Office, and county government garages this study found,

required reading as part of an entry. test when applying for a position.

It was reported, also, that often the,.person who does the best in reading

on-the application examination is not the best Mechanic.

For office ArkerS the need for literacy skills was found to

,basic to theiP'erOloymeni, although few of the'$mall shop$ used formal

,)

examinations as part Or f the'employment process. The officefthat employ

,large numbers of workers, especially those in the West side of Los Angeles.,,
/

frequently optained their empl&es from the SNF_EmOloyment Department

offices, which in turn had giVen the applicants literacy and'office'sktlls
r

examinations. When the applicant was applying direttly, the large pffIca$

also had screening exams.

1 4

Other studies have recently also identified the high demand for secre--
taries and other business office workers. Attention is called especially
to Gentry, L. Entry-Level Occupations and Major Employers in Southern
California. TN 2-82/11. SWRL Southwest Laboratory For Educational Research
and Development, Alamitos, CalifOnia; The New York Times. 'Young Job-
Hunters' Best Bet Is in Office Wok, Study Says," May 1980, referring
to a study released by thi U.S. Labor Department, May 27, 1980; The
Santa Monica Evening Outlook, "Shortage of secretaries. pushes salaries

higher," April 25,,1980, referring to a study by Olsten Corp., New York.
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Instrumentation

The competency tests were developed after a review of competency

tests used throughout the United States. The review showed that schools

were useing tow kinds of competency.tests in reading- -one was a generalized

reading comprehenston test, and the other was a functional rearg test.

Our instruments included both,types of items . Performance on the cm=

petentey tests developed for this study were correlated positively with

'student performance-on the local competency exams.

For the development of the job reading task tests, several stages
f

were followed. Interviews were conducted in large and small shops re-

garding reading demands. The reading

of the interviewees, were examined. Next

all-day observations (the 8-hour work

he garages and offices

aitisiits .conducted

OdYto capture the

, , )
ii

actual reading ins 4-
;e

nducted by employees of both ork., figlds.

.'r. .::,,.
1-, :.!'.

The observations i
,...

0 .,i rtrsive measures, such ai'\ oting the /

_

smudge marks on the-., .AtiOttogs-and.Rprts lists sections of:theme-

, ch nics' manuals. Our observers collected job order form and other re-

ports.

The reading observed wag- "fled regarding purpose, method,

frequency and criticality.

Linguistic content analysis revealed that the principal reading

material n auto mechanics manuals and,most clerical offices was writ-

ten at an eleventh or twelfth grade level (Forcast Formula and Fry

Ja jt..Read bility Form
,.,

t\
1

,
-,))

Forcast Formula, described in Methodologies for Determining Reading
Requirements*" Military Occupational Specialists, Human Resources
Organization, Monterey, 0A4 1972; Fry, E.B., Fry Readability Scale
Jamestown Publishers, Providence, Rhode Island, T978.

7, , 4

1.,: p__..1._EiS,____________
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04.

At this point, . we wish to point out that machanics whose reading

scores would not exceed third grade level can obtain the information they

need from manuals written at h advanced level. In short, readability is

not best determined by a linguistic analysis, but by considering the

interest and, experience of the reader.

Once, the data from interviews, observations and collected documents

were gathered, frequency tabs were prepared. We identified the:tasks that

were common to the range of situations. The prototypic job reading tests,

developed from the task analyses, were then submitted to a jury of mechanics

and office supervisors, including some who taught-high school auto gechanics

and instructors of offi0 skills at local colleges and high schools.l. The

jury certified that the tasks were typical and representative. Content

validity was established.

To summarize this statement

were constructed-'after applying
P

nstrumentation, the job' reading tests

rinciple of triangularity. Interviews,

observations and non-obtrusitte me*res,,Ancluding records, confirmed, the

reading demands.
1 The Categories of our tests- for auto mechanics paralled

the 'categories used by Sticht in' his study ofechaiiics-in-training with the

2 /
Army.

1
Sticht, T.G.(Ed.), Reading for Working: A Functional Literaq Anthology..°
Human Resources Research Organization, Alexandria, Virginia, 1975.

2 .

In some occasions,, mechanics, especially those who were owners of the.parti
cular shop, gave eXagerated reports regarding the importance of reading.
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Reading to Do and Reading to Learn

A caution is in order when discussing reading and work. Job-reading

tasks_for auto mechanics, especially, and for office workers to a lesser

degree, are not the same as job-reading taks in training programs far

these vocations. The research team visited numerous, schools for mechanics

and office workers and found that the readIng.demands in the schools were

higher than the deMands at the work site, for the entry positions. The

schools attempt to prepare the student for a greater variety of tasks than

a
a mechanic or an office worker is likely to find on his/her first job, if

,At is an entry level. The reading content is necesarily broader within
.

the classroom. Further, in the classroom the manual is a text book to

be studied. On the job, few people study the manual. Instead,',they use

the manual to refresh their memory for different operations and abo/e all,

for looking up nonmenclaturb, tolerance levels, parts types, or instruc-

tional models for a task at hand.

Policy. "Impl Rations

The legarissue of competency testing currently has focused on whether

or not students have been ..:Even instruction relevant to the tests. .A school

that fails a student without having offered appropriate Instruction on the

.content of that test is suspect. With respect to the tests we developed,

these:appear to be matched with instruction. Regarding the legal question,

validity of competency tests, we believe that our data support the view that

such tests can be valid, if properly constructed. Students who do well on,

tests such as ours are well-prepared for the reading tasks of auto mechanics
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and office work. This is not to say that successful performance on the

competency test assures good mechanics or office workers.

We found many different kinds of auto mechanics, tasks, and situptions.

It appears that as far as the automotive field is:concerned, it would be

difficult'for schools to develop curriculum that would meet the special

requirements for these diverse garages. 4ce, our study supports the

policy that employers be encouraged to train-on-site to meet the local nees:Iltmik

With the case of office,workers, the basic literacy needs are more finite4,

yet here too, there are many innovations in processing office'work. Schools

can incorporate the training in computer literacy, for instance, for the

students'who are interested in work in the business world, even at the entry

levels af'Zlerical office workers. Additionally, we recommend that firms

include training programs for their existing employees on the new technology.

We view with concern the prac!1-0 of agency and government screening

,-,

of applicants for positions as auto mechanics, and for promotion in the
,

)

1

their jobs, on the basis of reading ability, as judge by conventional means.

We haW evidence that in many instances the practice s dysfunctional. The

better,minority-bilingual mechanics are often non-competitive on that basis.

Our positiolp,A5 that these individuals should receive the promotion or the

employmelt they deserve based on their abilityas mechanicf.

Bilingual persons should be aware that extensive training and education,,

along with the ability to read, is helpful and often a prerequisite;4D obtain-

1

ing the more scarce, higher postitilein the auto mechanic ihdustry, in

the world of business offices. Howeier, in the auto repair indust'

bilingual pesons who Ire acquired mechanical ability, often from
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by parents, relatives or friends, in situations involving modeling, can

find employment in entry level positions without extensive formal training,

or high reading scores from sdhool.

.94Nrs,

I
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Ape ndi ces

A. Samples of materials read by Auto mechanics.

B. Samples of materials read by office workers.

C. Samples of data collection protocols, interview phase

C. 1. Auto mechanics

C. 2. Office workers
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Al Sample of material read by auto mechanics,
for following sequence of operations.

AL117,:=1 11401"0:.:5

Engine oiling system. 1969-72 & eady1974 6.199. 232. 258 engines

ENGINE REPLACE
All Models

The engine and transmission Is removed
as an assembly as follows:

1. Disconnect battery negative and posi-
tive cables.

2. Remove hood. Mark hinges for align-
ment at installation.

3. Remove fender braces, if equipped.
4. Remove air cleaner.
5. Drain cooling system, crankcase and

transmission.
6. Remove radiator upper air baffle, :1

equipped.
7. Remove power steering pump and

position aside, do not disconnect
hoses.

8. If equipped with A ,"C, discharge re-
frigerant system. Disconnect refriger-
ant lines from compressor and the
receiver outlet at disconnect cou-
pling. Then. remove condenser and
receiver assembly.

9. On all models. all electrical connec
tions and lines and hoses from engine.

10. Disconnect accelerator and transmis-
sion linkage.

11. Disconnect exhaust pipes from manl
folds and the speedometer cable from
transmission.

121 Support engine with suitable lifting
equipment, then disconnect engine
front support cushions and ground
strap from engine brackets.

13. Remove rear crossmember.
14. Remove engine and transmission by

purling forward and upward. Support
propeller shaft when disengaging
transmission output shaft from slip
joint.

CYLINDER HEAD
Tighten cylinder head bolts a little at

a time in three stens in the sequence
shown in the illus:rations. rinal tighten
mg should be to the torque specifications
hstud in the Engine Tightening table.

Engine oiling syetent. 1973, hits 1974 S. 1975 6-232. 258

Engine oiling system. V8-290, 304, 343. 360, 390, 401 &Tines

MINS Milt Mtn
fantod COOttlit NAME

0, a® a (Do ®o
rig. 2 Cylinder heed tlphtenIng soduehce
on V8.290, 304. 343, AGO, 390 & 401.
The No. 7 bolt indicated (second from
front an left bank only) must be sealed to

prevent cootant leakage

V8.290, 304, 343, 360, 390, 401
The cylinder block has two locating

dowels on each bank to assist In lining
up and holding the cylinder head and
gasket in position during installation.

IMPORTANT: The No. 7 bolt shown in
Fig. 2, second from front an the left
bank, must have the threads sealed to
prevent coolant leakage. Permatex No. 2
or equivalent is recommended.

6.199, 6-232, 258 Engines

IMPORTANT: The cylinder head bolt
located at the left Front, corner of the
head (No. 11. Fig. 3) must have the
threads Sealed to prevent coolant leak-

1-23

Source: Forier. Motor Auto Repair Manual, circa 1977



A.2. Sample of material read' by auto mechanics,
for seeking specifications.

89

xc. Skyhawlc-aiLliC:C

ALTERNATOR & REGULATOR SPECIFICATIONS

year

.41 lomat*.
Regulator

Riedel

\ "'s .

' 1

Salad
. Rot 1

Output j
Amps. i

field
Current
12 Volts
a, 80 P.

......__

Cold Output Ig 14 Volts

.

Medi:

Mehl 'taffy Vojta's Itgeleter

2000 5000
R.I.M. R.P.M.
Amp,. Amos.

Air
Gap
In.

Point
Oep
In.

t
Clat Mg
Voltage

ISAl,
Gap
In.

Point
Gap
In.

Voltage
@ 123 P.'

1969 ' 1100762 37 2.2-2.6 23 I 35 1119515 .013 .030 1.5-3.2 .067 .014 13.6-14.4

1100761 r 37 2.2-2.6 25 I 35 1119515 .013 .030' 1.5-3.2 .067 .014 13.6-14.4

.1100802 55 2.2-2.6 50 I 1119315 .015
1

.030 1.--32 I .067 .014 13.6-14.4

1100691 42 2.2-1.6 13 40 7119510 .013 I .030 1.5-3a .067 I .014 13.6-14.4 *

1100774 35 2.2-1.6-1 32 SO 1119513 1 .013 I 75747 1.3-3.2 .067 I .014 13.6-14.4

1970 1100761 o.r-2.4 70 2919 1119315 I .013 .030 1.5-3.2 .067 1 .014 13.6-14.4

110011113 37 2:2-2.6 711 29.0 1119515 .013 .030 1.5-3.2 .037 .014 13.6-14.4

1100641 1 42 90 32'D I 1119515 I .0 IS .030 I 1.3-3.2 .067 .014 13.6-14;4

aloorr. so 2.2.2.6 I 41? 441) 111951 3 .015 .030 1.3-3.5 .067 .014 13.6.-74.4

11031192 I SS 2.2+3.6 I .
440 1119313 .013 .030 1.3-3.2 .067 .0)4 13.6-14.4

1)00160 61 2.2 -3,6 120 471) 1119515 .013 .030 1.3-3. .067 .07.4 13.6-14.4

1971 1100591
- 1119515 .015 .030 1.3-3. ' .067 .014 13.6-4 4.4

1100903 1
37 2.2-2.6 1 70 2911 1119515 .0A5 .030 1.3-3. .014 13.6-14.4

1100924 33, 4.0-4.3 90 4457 1116344 - - I--____,.067

1 - 1 13.5-14.5

1100926 I 42 4.0-4.3 en 351 1116334 --. --. '--:----1 - 13.5-14.3

I

I 1101931,,1
t 116E932 ,'

1100933
1100943

42 2.2-2,4 rt 9 -I I 44 T. 1119515 .013 .030 1.3-14 1 .067 .014 I 13.6-14.4

-
63
42

2.2-2.6 12?, I 47S 1119513 I .013 i .030
.013 t .030
.013 .030

i 1.3-3.2 1 .067 .014 13.6,-14.A

2.4-1.2 13 1, 31?) 1119519 1.5-3.2 .067
.067

.014 I --

I 2.2-2.6 I 90 I 32) 11193 15 1.5-3:2 .014 I 13.6-14.4

1972

T

1102449 37 I 2.2-2.6 I 7'2 29.0 1111313 .013 I .030 j 1.3-3.2 Atilt .014 13.5-14.3

1102443 I 41 I 2.2-2.6 I
90 32r I 7 I 7 9515 1 .013 .030 1.3-3.2 .067 i .014 13.3-14.3

1102443 55 2.2-3.6 90 4470 ,1179515
1I

.375 .030 1.3-3.2 .067 .014
.067 .014 i

13.5-14.3

7102442 53 J

I

2.2-2.6 i 9:I.. 44a) 1114515 .015 .030 1 1.3-3.2 13.3-14.3

1102450 61 2.2-3.6 I 12:r. I . 4717 I 1119513 1 .015 I .030 1.5-3.2 I .067 .014 13.3-14.3

1102447 i 63 2.3-3.2 1313 51,1 i 1119519 .015 I .010 1.5-3.2 I .067 I .014 13.5-14.3

1973

C

1100497 I
37 i 4.0-4.3

I

1310

36.D

I 37 Integral - I I -- I - 13.3-.14.5

1100925 65 i 4.0-4.3 S I Integral ----1- -..! 13.5-4 4.5

1100926 42 ; 4.0-4.5 1311 7 Integral
I - 13.5-44.5

1100946 33 .4.0-4.5 19,0 SO Integral --.,
-.-

--
-...-

-- - I- 17:71
-- s

- 13.3-14.5

1100947 37 ! 4.0-4.3 I 11D 32
35

Inlegrel
Integral

- 13.3-14.5

1 1100944 61 4.0-4.3 r 3411.

-- 13.5-14.5

1 1131014 CO 1
1 4.0-4.5 i 403 r 1

74. Integral -- I -- I - I - 13.5-14.5

1974 I 1100497 37

I

4.0-4.5
4.0-4.5

37 In/morel - . -. 13.3.14.5

1100925 63

r 42
55

360 33 /Msgr.) - - -. 13.5-14.5

1100926
1100946

4.0-4.5 1S.D 37 integre' - - -. 13.5-14.5

-- 5.5 integral - -- - - -. 13.5 -14.5

1100947 37 4.0-4.5 MD , 32 Integral -. - - - -. 13.5-14.3

I tnnoa . fit 4.0... S 1411 SS Int ...al - - I - - I1 S.I a_S

1973
11.. 1018 710 : 4.0-4-3-".. -- 74 Integral

i 1101016 ,

1 1101021 ,

ao

40
ao
37

, 4.4-4.9 -- 110n) Intgro1

-1 4.4-4.9 , - 501 Interval

110)031_1 4.4-4 9 - 1110D InsgrI
1110238 I.---4.077,3 .

---47:, 0:.7.-3-

- 3 7-7,

427f
Integral- ---

1 Inlegre1
1102 89

II
390

-
3

1

55,-; I
Integral

,r I I 39/ , 61 , 4.0- .3 1 - 61;? Integre' I

11.2392 ;

1 02394 .

102399 ,

1102400

63 a

37
37
42

4. 4.3 . 63:1 1 Integral .

Inlearul ,

Interval .
1., 4.0.4.3 ! - ! 37.:,

37.7.
42r;

4.0,45 -
4.0-4.3 , - Intgrol

1
11.3 -14.3

-
13.6-14.2

-- 13.6-14.2
13.6-14.2
13.6-14.2

I- 13.6-14.2

Continued

1

,Source:' Foridr, L.C. (ed.), Motor Auto Repair Manual. Montebello, Ca.
'rotor Manuals, Mike.Kantor Publishers. (for'1969-78 American built

1-.51
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A.3 Sample of materials "read by auto mechanics,
fo'r parts information and sequence.

SZcli D111C:
3.1f dull! does not enter inner hole.

loosen two st :itch mounting screws
and slide switch body as required to
allow dnil to onter inner hole. Tight-
en screws and remove drill.

HORN SOUNDER &
STEERING WHEEL

1969-76

C.".UTION: On vehicles equipped with an
Cusnion Restrain: System. turn ignition

s.men to "Lock," disconnect battery
E.- -and cable and tape end, thereby de-
:flYatIng system. Also, on these vehicles.

is necessary to remove the drivers
t-irmion module Laiore removing r..teering
....heel. With tool J-24623-2. remove the
rnoJule to steering wheel screws, lift
rlodule and disconnect norn wire. Then,
.nth tool J-24628-3, disconnect .module
-..ora connector from slip ring. ,

1. Remove horn cap or actuator bar.
2. On 1975.76 models, remove steering

wheel nut r3taincr.
3. On all modals. back off nut until

flush with top of steering shaft.
4. Use a sistaole puller' to remove

wheel.

dr

SUPPORT HEATER CONTROL

scuncsSIELITC

,

GAGE.ASEA .

-sr
A

EEDO ASIA

Pig. 7 Speedometer & Waal, assembly,
197376 Century & Regal

1975.76 Full Size
1. Disconnect battery ground cable.
2. Remove instrument cluster bezel and

lens.
3. Remove screws securing speedom-

eter head assembly and pull asseml
bly from housing.

4. Remove screws securing fuel gauge
assembly and pull assembly from
housing.

5. Reverse procedure to install.

1973-76 Apollo & Skylark

1. Disconnect battery ground cable.
2. Disconnect heater or A/C control

Panel from the instrument panel car-
rier.

3. Remove radio control knobs. .bezels
and nuts, leaving the radio attached
to the instrument panel reinforce-
ment.

INSTRUMENT CLUSTER 4. Disconnect Instrument panel pad from
the carrier and disconnect the shift

CAUTION: On vehicles equipped with an quadrant indicator cable et the shift
Air Cushion Restraint System, turn ignition bowl.' On automatic transmission
switch . to "Lock," disconnect °artery equipped vehicles remove the two
ground cable and tape end, thereby de- nuts securing the steering column to

5. Remove t plate cover and dfscon-
instrumeactivating system.

SEAL - AIR
OUTLET

AMA

SCREW P,SM 1M

STRAP -
GROUND
SUPPORT RELAY
M010 mounriho

.

\''':=';4-1-Zi:i-
. DUCT AIM AIR

.......ii,:.....,..:11

..----1, \\, ,
.........-,---.....trAs...."-OUTLET FIT
..----- ---t...

N ct.ocK A.CM !;,/, .- L7,.._.,

e-t...-...,....-...i,' 1 COVER -

_roc:A=1=T .1:1-_,,,_,,n
/ CLOCK OPINING

-ar ,,, 11\9Y..-2A-.
-.=.=:=11 '-(:---r-.'"--

kI / ,1-.7:- , .:...?.,,

--'s \-4.----. 1 a t.---.. --3-z-----_-.--%

.z.s...,.._
-Li.........v/-ScaEw ASH 12)

HOUSING AS.A
/,- ' .1'. - ri INSTRUMENT PANELTr., ---- . ,1

(ci VIEW A

\SCREW ASM 131

1 \
LIGHT .
SWITCH ;rite'

, c;
ED gan' !-.
cc n

r

CLIP SPETAL CAI ` "..-S

-;
WASHER & WiPER- /
S/riiTH

n CONDITIONING
IL2gROLt. Am'

SCREW ASM 141
LOCATOR PIN -'

47;1 \ LI
4111 I

1 \

P

LiONCAs TOR

TRIM PLATE LT

CLIP SPECIAL 141

, FlL 8 Instrument cluster trins panels. :971-72 full size Models

TRIM PLATE - RT

LOCATOR PIN

COVER ASIA
RAOio OPENING

CLIP SPiCtRI. lit

Source: Forier, Motor Auto Repair Manual".' circa 1977.
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.B.1 Sample of material read by. office workdrs 91

Important: Remove and Review the Instruction Sheet Before CCompleting this Form.
Personal We Insurance Policies (mow Industrial Polities).

Uwe This Form For: Personal Annuity Contracts. '
Personal Health Insurance Policies.

Seed To Home Office Annuity Division (For Annuity Contracts) (Use Envelop* 02024)
(For & Branch Offices Operating under Roberta Service Center)

To Service Cutter Central Information (For All Other Policies or Contracts)
(Use Envelope 14069 S.C.)

(For Mar & Branch Offices nor Operating under a Regional Service Cantor)
Send to Beneficiary & Assignment Division (Far P.1.1. Policies) (Use Envelope 02024)

H.O. Annuity (For Annuity Convects) (Use Envelope 020241
P.H.1. ON 9/11M: & ESP Contracts) (U.. Envelope A.H. 302f

Policy No, 1 I
Assignee/net Of merest To lamed

Metropolitan
Lie InszanceCcirroanY

19

Suffix
tir

The undersigned hereby weIgns and transfers to the insured WI the right. Ode, end Interest of the undo:Ogled in and to the above nurb
bared poilcy, excepting any new interset conferred In the designation below.

'1

Dated et

Wilms
Wi

Slptoturo

Slpsotunt

Deli don Of Revecebee esinefkalery By Insured

I hereby revoke any previous desigatiorts of Beneficiary and Contingent Beneficiary under the above-numbered policy and any previous
elections of an Optional Mods of Settlement insofar tie such designations and elections apply to the amount web* under the above-
numbered policy in the event of my death. 44P
I hereby designate the following Revocable Beneficiary, or If suds Beneficiary Is not living. the following Revocable Contingent Beneficiary,
to receive payment of any amount dm in the event of my death, in accordance with the provisions of the polity. If no Beneficiary orCon-
tingent Beneficiary is living at my Moth, payment will be made to my Emote.
Reveaseht essiefkaary in the saes of a snow stab her owe elven name, middle UAW if asy, Present Wes neille4

(Al

Names (Print) Address lewattortenlo Data of Berth

Revocable contingent iateeteaters (le the ease et a women. stele her owe shell some, owes imam If SaY, and tweeent IM itaesej

(8)

IC)

If spouse of Insured hes been designated in (Al. and all children Welton One foetal whether or not named In
(81) born of marks, of Insured end rid spouse. are to be included an contingent beneficiaries, check box at
right.
(Note 1: If box at right is checked, all prevent aria future children born of morrows of Insured and ;old spouse will be In-
dudsd as contingent beneficiaries. Hanover. It Is requested, for record purposes, that names and dotes of birth of present
children be shown in (0).)
(Note 2: Any child NOT born of marriage of maned and mid spouse who is to be included to contingent beneficiary Mtge
Be Rented in 181.1

Payment to two or more Beneficiaries or to two or more Contingent Beneficiaries will be riled* In Mute enures or to the survivors in equal
shams or ell to the last survivor.
It is understood end agreed that all decisions upon questions of feet, which are made in good faith by the Company In determining any un-
named Contingent Beneficiaries and which are bawd on proof by affidavit or other written evidence satisfactory to the Company, will be
conclusive and will fully protect the Company in acting In reliance thereon.
All rights burgs vested in me, I direct that any rider in the policy whirls provides that all rights be vested in melon other than myself be
canceled. I silo direct that, if necessary. the policy be rewritten to include Beneficiary provision.
Note: For an Annuity Contract, references herein to insured and policy shall be interpreted to mean Annuitant and contract end only suds'

peer/Monte. are consistent with the Weave listed annuity convect mall apply.
The name of the Insured
Me been changed due to

Tile present name Is IPrint)

0 Menage 0 RemeMege 0 Assumption of new none Divorce 0 Correction 0 Other

(First) (Middle Initial) (Lad)

Dated at on
Wilma

19

Signature of Insured

Designetion Of Beneficiary
To be completed by Field Representauve or cunt
District Number and Name

093(144) Printed In U.S.A.

Agrency

The endorsed policy To District Office
is as be returned lx) 0 Directly by H.O. to the pawn named below

Address Labia weelwewjilliw

Print the Name and Addrew
of person to whom Policy
is to be mailed by H.O.

Name (Printi

Addrese
StreetNumber

City , Mat* Zip COde .4a,

Remove This Inktruction Sheet Before Completing,This Form



92)
B. 2. SaMple of material, read ,by office workers.

.rintlea if ea
Monthly or Weekly Promium Industrial Policia.
New York interradlats (UM. NY or N. Metropolitan LifeACcount Book Ordinary Policies (UM. U. MS, MP, or MPT

US* Form 0346 for carnet on of age on Metr0001I1en Saris Policies and All °tar POlicres.

Send Form and Policy To
Maturities and Optional Settlements Division, Paid 'Up Section
All calms whom age corrections would result In a policy becoming fully paid up or
maturing earlier than or within 1 year of current date. F1.1118198 all Information requested
on revers* side of this form.

PU Change DivisionAccount Change Unit
Cases other than those described above. Furnish age verification record Informadon on
reveres side of this form.

"oiicy

L

14
WS

ore
sS

e
a. Q.
et

2 S
2 a

District Number and Nun* )Print or Slimy) Agency No. I Filo Number Account Soak

Number 4Drie Nurnar Only) Suffix Data of Birth
Month Day Year A!'0.1 "1042::::=!:"1

Uee
Is. Yam

Nam. Of Inwood (Print)

Present Number Street (Print) City or (own (Print) :e State
reslance
addreu of
inured

210
Cod

The cOnect date of birth of the insured is Is stained alsa.. It is recalled 'that the ea at on
the policy be ConCtsd to agree with mi. ate of birth. It i understood and agreed that
laYable under Me laid policy ahli b such as the Premiums paid thsran would hese
correct no..

amount
at M

Change of Name of insured
Us* this specs in connection with correction of g if lb. Name of th incited his ban..ctlenged.

Th am on la policy Is .

Th present name is (Print) ..... . ....

The difference in nam la due to

Rogues! n arby Tad. that :116 Cam011ny VIM? th citing. of name on its records.

Detect at
Signature Of: ..

Own., (if named in policy)
otherwise .

Malan (if now mg* 1414 yam
or more: otherwile. twat ,

Or guardian).

this. ... .day ot. .

.

(Furl Firat Name) 'Middle initial) (Last Nernst

.19.

1

.

.

RelationshIP
to Insured

NoloFor correction of age of in applicant insured under ths Applicsnra Waiver of Premium Dll,
change -Jawed" to read "aopilant" in the nor. artement and awe thl form signed Dy the applicantc

II the policy is to be ant to arson oar than IM insured. onto,. th name and addr666 oars.

Full name of the Pereonio whom Ms policy la to be sent (Print)

Addresa:

For H. 0. Use
Strew (Print) City or Town and Steie (Print) Zip Coda

Corrected on moPliatiOn.
Policy endorsed.

Cacried by

(Initials) (Oats) (initiate) (Dale)

Policy returned to

Dialect

Al indicated @boy.)

Oats

-Forma 3944434.4B
Relesed

(Initlel.) loess:

9 (12-70) Printed in U.S A. *,

Receipt For a Policy Submitted For Correction of Age
(new.* and to the Iselicyalder)

Raciest from .Policy number

to be forwarded to :h NOM. or Had 0Mc of the MetroPolltan Life Insurance Company in connection with
a rOulat for correction Of Bp:

4191111164
Of Agent .

Date 19 . District

Notif the policy i not returnd within loUr w61111. Weise write. stating the oollcy numoar. Agent'. name
District. and particulate la Ina 61111,060iitan Life Insurenc Company. at 1 Madiaon Manua. New York, N. Y .

.0010 (or to the Pacific Cant mud 016C., at OW Stockton Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94120 if you reside in
Aricone Colord0. Idaho. Montana. Nevada. Mawr Mexico. Oregon Wen. Wasnmplon. or Wyoming;

9-8 112.701 Pnnted In U.S.A.

a



8.3. Sample of material read by office workers 93

Federal Truth in Lending Disclosure Statement for BankAmericard° Vise? Accounts
EFFECTIVE JUNE 1, 1977

Thisilsclosure supersedes all prior disclosures you have,received from Bank of Ameri4 if any, and
is effective as of June 1,1977.

The following disclosures regarding your BankAmericard Visa Account are given by Bank'of
America NT&SA ( "Bank") in compliance with the Federal Truth in Lending Act.

FINANCE CHARGE:

The FINANCE CHARGE on your account, for each billing cycle, will be the total of:
(1) Cash Advance Fee-2% of the total Cash Advance transactions debited .during the billing

cycle; plus
(2) Transfer and Check Service Fee I% ($1.minimum) of the total Transfer and Check Service

transactions debited during the billing cycle; plus
(3) Periodic Chargesif 'the "Previous Balance" on your monthly statement exceeds the total of

all "Payments" and "Credits" posted to your account by the "Due Date," periodic charges will be
imposed, calculated in accordance with the following table by multiplying the periodic rate(s) by the
corresponding portion(s) of the Average Adjusted Daily. Balance. The "Average Adjusted Daily
Balance" is the average of the daily balances in your account during the billing cycle, adjusted to ex-
clude the effect of any extensions of credit, finance charge, late charge, insurance premium and all
other debits posted to your account during the billing cycle. No periodic charge will be imposed
unless the "Previous Balance" on your monthly statement exceeds the total of all "Payments" and
"Credits" posted to your account by the Payment "Due Date" shown on your monthly statement for
the previous billing cycle.

Periodic Rate Corresponding Portion of Average Nominal ANNUAL
(Monthly) Adjusted Daily Balance PERCENTAGE RATE

1.5% of that portion uf) to and including S1,500 18%'
1% of that portion over $1,500 12%

The payment "Due Date" will be shown on each monthly statement. This date will be the first
banking day which is at least 25 days after the billing date.

Minimum Monthly Payment Schedule:

If Your New BalanCe la Your Minimum Payment Will Be

Under $10 Amount of New Balance

$10 to 5250 $10

Over $250 4% of New Balance

Late Charge:

A mohthly late charge of 5% (V DO minimum $5.00 maximum) will be impoied if your minimum
payment Is past due 15 days or more. Your minimum payment will be past due if iis not received at
'the Bank Card Center with which you have your account on or before the "Due Date" shown on the
billing statement.

Insurance Charge:

Creditor Life and Disability Insurance is available insuring the balance or your account up to $5000.
The cost of this insurance is at the rate of 24a per $100 of New Balance amount (less premium im-
posed during the billing cycle.) Specific insurance coverage details are explained in the insurance
application. No insurance is provided unless you separately apply for it and a policy is issued to you.

Security Rights andOther Rights of Bank:
At its option,' the Bank may declare ell or any portion of the outstanding palance on your
BankAmericard Visa account to be immediately due and payable without prior notice if you fail to
perform any of the terms of your BankAmericard Visa Agreement or make payments as otherwise p,

agreed. or fail to pay, when due, any other indebtedness owed to Bank or to any other person. In the
event of suit, a reasonable attorney's fee is payable.

Regardless of any other agreement existing between the Bank and you or any third party, your
BankAmericard Visa balance is not secured by any contractual lien. However. the balance may be
secured by a banker's lien. arising under California Civil Code, Section 3054. upon any property
while it is in the Bank's possession.,

NOTICE: See reverse side for important information regarding your rights to Slisputri billing errors.

1,1.9966-77

I have received the Truth in Lending Disclosure Statement (which includes a

disclosure about my Rights to Dispute Billing Errors) which was attached to this
stub prior to signing aBankAmericard Visa Cash Advance draft,

X
D'Ae



B.4 Sample of material read by office workers

94

Dear Customer:

As a Pacific Telephone customer with single-line service, you now have the option to purchase,
some or all of the telephone equipment in your home or business.

The decision ii yours: You may purchase your existing equipment'01-continue to pay for it on a
monthly basis. You may also buy additional telephone equipment

If you decide to buy you have a variety of payrnent options froze which to choose. All you
need do is notify Pad fic Telephone via the enclosed reply forms. Ifyou decide to continue your
present arrangement no action is necessary

Enclosed in this envelope is allist of telephone equipment billed to yournumber, a purchase
price list"reply-Ormall" forms and a Retail Installment Contract should you choose an installment
payment option..

7
To assistyou in making your decision, we have included a list of questions and answers in this
brochure. There is no need to contact the Telephone Business Office or the Bell PhoneCentec If
you have any additional questions, please call us on 1 800- 972 -2000 between the hours of
8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday

Pacific Telephone

40
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41,

Appendix

Samples of protocols from interview and observation

phase.
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N of wor4ers in the office /CZ

txperionceOf the 6/1;iiii-(1).....ti.5. or Part time

(2) // Ron.vear(s)

96

I. Ciat have you read on your job ?(today/yesterday/this week)

2.
ii

C Hi ToN,
G2,6-1,404,r,z,y----L.- Daily

(2) ;7=2

CF-avij., It

aria. Te,A,

4.

2. What information were you seeking ?

Comments

iniZeita-xu;a,1 fitzc. chalt?1

1411/41- Fl"ti `x^-1-

:1( tdet Zo-

_Im 4 6.4/00 m
N

"1,2-rtd

deekly

A-

Analysis of
PasX

3. .hat is the most crucial task ?

tY-IiirP`-fillt;ht <-64.6.-4 'tee_ -LA/ alf/.f424,

l :I1,: 7 u e,c trt-70 ..114
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N of workers in the office 1.,'P (c?/) IVapPeildrikferi/ aireW...
..,

Lxperience of the typist (1)
. or Part time

.

gw4;h.f./.......7.eA)' L lim.A4
(2) 11-1°1L4t11;713sY

1

v ;

I.

mon.

have you read on your"job ?(today /yesterday /this week)

Daily Weekly Y.cnthly
v/1. C,Liztii- cLua

2. cuLtil- c a 0_01,(ct-k&A,

°ILA) mActi\u4 Lbv-,,N
fp.

4.

2. What information were you seeking ?

Comments

1% (lcoia;.: &to

ubhCe u
F126`,

- s,
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3. calijr-.

4.

,7)

Analysis of
Task

f..Vet-vt-o
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coc,r,v:y

f: of roarkers in the office

Lxporiencelof the (1) .Full time or Part time

44- (ra

r (2) venr(s) t) mon.

I. What have you read/ en your Sob ?(today/Yesterday/this week)

Daily Weekly

1.56k11-1 1E 174111061LS

2. /EX T Ern <

3.

4.

2. What information were you seeking ?

Comments

1. 1 use Cr9t 5 /re' A« frag-tailWr

Fctz slim' 8,4'611k5 /,01116112.135tc7/1

1./

No.

:4enthly
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4.

3. ,chat is the most crucial task ?
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of workers in the office AY -t

Lxperience of the typist (1) Full time or Part time
s

(2) g mon.

I. rmt have you.read cn your job ?(today/Yesterday/this week)

.2.

4.

100

Daily Weekly Y.cnthly

irt .

/I " j 5 :"Jr" PI d^:4- L. "0/ L.Lif2..

"":7"

a .1 "AASI ACPL'71 yoat/...*"3

A,CD

2 . Whatlinformation were Oseeking ?

Comments
do-03

1.

2.
/614'6"/ 1"F.4-"

3.

Lt.

3. :ihat is the most crucial task ?
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1 Q1

AUTO MECHANIC QUESTIONNAIRE - READING SKILLS REQUIRED

FOR THE JOB

,

Garages Rahe & Sons, 7th St. and Montana Ave., Santa Monica

Number of Mechanic's; Two presently, looking for 2 more, which is theusual number there.' Hard to getqualitied people. Can tall if they'llwork out in 1/2 hour by th0 way they handle the tools.

.Experience and Description of Interviewee, Owner of the garage sinceMay of 1979 (owned for 8 months)', worked there 3 years prior topurchasing., Garage there since 1946. Ages 44 .Ethnicityl white,Holds a degree in eng neering (didn't like desk job, mechanics payswell if you."don't mind getting your hands dirty," between $30-40 thou-sands per year if you're ood. Owns a home in Pacific Palisades (allcoPaid.for), has a wife and = ercedes. Has worked with cars for 32;years, since he was 12. Wore full-time.-

1. What Have You Read On The Job Today? "You name it, technical manuals,orders, price-lists, bills." Usually refers to manuals 10-15 timeseach day, "better safe than sorry, because it's important to have allthe tune up specifications accurate or it'll hurt the car and, eventually.business." He reads the followineminuals, which lined the shelves ofthe office by yearly volumes, which looked well used, all, written inEnglish:
1.) Mitchell Manuals, National Service Data, 1979 Year,Domestic Cars Tune up, Mechanical Transmission, ServiceRepair - some skills required to read this manualsr 1.) read explanations and comprehend to apply

- 2.) charts & diagrams to decipher
3.) conversions (from Metric) and computation

2) Chilton Motor Age, Professional Automotive Service
,Manual

3) Foreign Car'manuals used also, though I did not see
He reads at least4 hours per week at home for homework to keep upwith such things as new smog devices.
He attends classes:

1) 2 nights each month, sponsored by IGO (Independent
Garage Owners' Asso.)

2) Will have 6 hours of :,lass in Fe . on tune ups.
2. What Information Are You Typically Looking Fcl

.timint, dwell points (?), gape poi s (?)
Must be a technician now to be a me
Being a mechanic is getting harder and
anymore."

). How Do Boys Out Of High School Do On The Job In Regard To Reading?"Won't hire boys right out of high school, the ones that want tobe mechanics can't read, none of theM."
/'

v/

panic.

r? Tune'up specificationss

and must be able to read.
der now, "not a dummy job

C. Desrochers 1/17/80
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,1 of workers in the office

Lxperience of the typist (1) IS1144i:) or Part time

(2)
ravear(s)

// son.

104

I. What have you read on your job ?(today/yesterday/this week)

Daily sleekly Mcnthly

1.

2.

3 /2121.

Clceek. k:c-r---ti

HCi ROc'efiT..

p.

What informatiOn were you seeking ?

Comments,

1.

2.

3.

4.

3 ,,hat 'is the most crucial task ?

1.3."0L,)vs P)
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V

Ahalysis of*
Task
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1.

2.

4.

COMPANY Clfr 4:1PUZ1A.LrA (64?.1Wrd'°(

N of workers in the office -22-414/.1_644:LI .

*Lxperience of the typist (1)( or Part time

(2) 7 vearls)

cO,Li..e.)/(2c14-filte,_41RGIC74/7/4.4.1..744...4

What have you read on your job ?(today/yesterday/this week)

2. dhat information,were you seeking ?

Comments

/4
1. Vkik.14:' 214-L-5+C42 Invi^-16.4rado

2. 41--'%dZt 1..use,a-f-kKa...1V1/01401A.Zt

/4:734C4;tffll ject-$1... ne.4.4A-u

3. 4
1Ltre-1.1- edltriLr i&C;nic-4>

/414-4,7tipe--7,-e-c_ ir>--c/ti;t1W

3. ;ghat' is the most crucial task ? *

2./1 ,ii a'L,

. 105

Daily deeklY

Analysis of
Task
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CO:7A.:Y

J of workers in the office

-xperience of the typist (1) Full time or Part time

(2) vear(e) son.

I. Vaat have you read on your job ?(today/yesterday/this week)

Daily Weekly Y.cnthly

1. IF

2. j; t-Lic*)

3.

4.

2. What information were you seeking ?

1.

2.

Comments

I ,
"" -

.

-*-7

Analysis of
Task.

C -

--g"

3

3. What is the most crucial task ?

t'

j'

_

.,.

C.. ).... c,
,

ft, I--
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COMPANY 6., e.,,,,,,,,,,,, ...fr..,
)

N of workers in the offi e 'Ye)

c.xperience of the typist (1) (pE2R!:pr'Part time
_./..

( 2 ) vs ar ( n )

c c . v C6 2. - l e c r y-
I .

cq

What have you read on your job ?(today yelterday/thig' week)

Daily weekly

1. Wt/ cr-CQ 5 tv-zat

2. B 0_4r

V/3' c pMt5tv Ple-ruca,

4.

2. What information were you seeking ?

Comments Analysis of
Task

1.

Xenthly,

ely Tat
4

2. LQ-eA_c,1 Lv-t
(Cd^cflA-T accerfr-d/c newel", cA_Leiezfr)

3. -TS /4-43.--1/44-

A-141i/1;cQ

4.

3. What is the most crucial task ?

a..67-V14-1,-

e405-q to..4-041claj.

Ttrial-el a r: acco4:1,--1
)
,re-du

1 1r,
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Clerk-Typist Observation Date: 2/29/90

Office: Bureau of Census Contact:Mike Flannigan

*Job: Clerk-Tpist (private secretary to head of staff) Aes't Diractor 1980 Census

Ftlltime: Yes Minority! No 10 24 Bilingual: No

Training Experience: Secretarial School, H.S. alto

Time on Jobt with Fed. Gavot for over 2 years, transfer to Census this fear

Activiies and Ratings (activities ratei always, regularly, sometimes, rarely,
and neOkr):

Reading

SiliGhteancludiEkaadmaxagnzuta letters - regularly
tatimanzsvalazto memos-regularly
ttiedudikeursigetanl proof reading - regularlyciataxemocalac dictionary...regularly
zacrastilma mall-sometimes

envelopes-regularly
forms-someties
manual of forms-sometimes
telephone call messzges-regularly

Writing
memos-regularly
forms - conversations with congress-sometimes
rewriting letters-regularly

Typing
Letters -always

:aiewering/Mating Calls
5ometames to regtlar

Make Appointments/Cancellations
MaTtlmes

Ta/ing to-Collegues/Visitors
sometimes

Most Crucial Task r2AL21:2212-1 Reading Task.
typing etters and typed
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',.Park-Typeet Observation Dates 2/..9/80
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Offices Social Security Contact:Larry Bolind (Francis Nakamura in his ,Absence)

Jobs Clerk Typist (process Soc. Sec. claims) Time on Jcb:2 years

runtimes yes Minority: No le:50*s

Trail/1g Experience: on job, training ongoing, uplated regularly, can request
c-a 63 it 30 desires

Activities and Ratings (activities rated always, regularly, somotimes, rarely,
and neverr)o

Readinc
computer pringouts-regularly
letteis-regularly
timetable-regularly
claims manual - regularly
soc. 30C. claims sheet (list) - regularly
computer terminal- regularly
file folders=regilarly
incoming mail, forms-regularly

'fr-itint

Iet crs.regularly
claims-always

etters-regularly
forms -regviarly

AnsweringOaking Calls
occasiona.ay

Making Ap,.ointrents
X rim lever

Zalking to Colle5ues and/or 7isitor:
XemeximmaxsomefiMes

Most Crucial Task
;_creasing c aims
forma accurately

CP

Most C....I:Jai Read-ink TaSkcS)
cr.ecking for errors In 4i.plic_tions
filled out ty peop13

12I

i
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clerk - Typist OSservuClon Datai1 Y21/80

Student Health comber (UCLA) Contact(a),LInde ?rice(:le2k)
Mary Bullock (super)

Job, C.ferk-l)pist ',appt. teak)

Pdlltimet tei MinoritYt Tea .4,21.21 1111111,04,11 No

".srainins Dck,r'enc.ot '{ar'or Cecupattorlial Training CePter in typing', Business,Educ.,
mat/ ,

Time )n Jot t 2 months

hctly it'. is and Ratingn(activities rated always, regularly, sometimes, rarely,
ancrreverJ2

Heading
appointment klogister-always
Fi terra:. Cianna-.alw.43
.114,0intat orm -always
student ,

dospit hures.3J1Vb t the5

Traine -rarely) (sne mentioned would rather ask about pnocedurea than
al)

Schedule 3

Writinit
rogtater for patienta-always

referral torn-always

flaws fArnn yat-somet`..stea-must be able to read to lo this

Answering aid Making.T!'le,)hone r:a112
Regularly

Makir,:g A;pointments/Cancellations

- tax
to lolleaca or /isiters

;.-walf7

Moct Crucial Task(s) Most Crucial Reading Task(a)

Makin?, appointr?nts and
fill1 out appointment
cards

Same


